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Editorial
If we make a review of the 21st century generation, their planning and activities, their interest and
involvement driven by some electronic device coupled with an advanced technical functioning.
There is a spectacular focus on Information science and Communication technology as it drives the
present socio-technical system of the global society. ICT appears as an effective tool for
empowering all the civic and anti civic systems of the world. ICT is emerging as an investment area
in the millennium development goals of various organizations like UNO, WTO, IBRD and other
international apex bodies. It has become an integrated discipline in all the academic spheres as it
increases global adaptability.
Information Economy report produced by the UNCTAD establishes the fact that developing nations
are making a global pace by gaining mileage from ICT. Let me include some of the contents from
report “In rich countries, broadband subscribers increased by almost 15% in the last half of 2005,
reaching 158 million. Business broadband connectivity grew most significantly -- in the European
Union, for example, from 53% of enterprises in 2004 to 63% in 2005. Broadband enables
companies to engage in more sophisticated e-business processes and to deliver a greater range of
products and services through the Internet, thus maximizing the benefits of information and
communication technology (ICT). The use of broadband directly increases competitiveness and
productivity, the report says -- and that, in turn, has an impact on macroeconomic growth. It is
estimated that broadband can contribute hundreds of billions of dollars a year to the Gross
Domestic Products (GDPs) of developed countries over the next few years.
The mushrooming growth of the IT industry in the 21st century determines the pace of research and
innovation across the globe. In a similar fashion Computer Science has acquired a path breaking
trend by making a swift in a number of cross functional disciplines like Bio-Science, Health
Science, Performance Engineering, Applied Behavioral Science, and Intelligence. It seems like the
quest of Homo Sapience Community to integrate this world with a vision of Exchange of
Knowledge and Culture is coming at the end. Apparently the quotation “Shrunken Earth, Shrinking
Humanity” holds true as the connectivity and the flux of information remains on a simple command
over an internet protocol address. Still there remains a substantial relativity in both the disciplines
which underscores further extension of existing literature to augment the socio-economic relevancy
of these two fields of study. The IT tycoon Microsoft addressing at the annual Worldwide Partner
Conference in Los Angeles introduced Cloud ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning,) and updated
CRM (Customer Relationship Management) software which emphasizes the ongoing research on
capacity building of the Internal Business Process. It is worth mentioning here that HewlettPackard has been with flying colors with 4G touch pad removing comfort ability barriers with 2G
and 3G. If we progress, the discussion will never limit because advancement is seamlessly flowing
at the most efficient and state-of-the art universities and research labs like Laboratory for Advanced
Systems Research, University of California. Unquestionably apex bodies like UNO, WTO and
IBRD include these two disciplines in their millennium development agenda, realizing the
aftermath of the various application projects like VSAT, POLNET, EDUSAT and many more. ‘IT’

has magnified the influence of knowledge management and congruently responding to social and
industrial revolution.
The conference is designed to stimulate the young minds including Research Scholars,
Academicians, and Practitioners to contribute their ideas, thoughts and nobility in these two
integrated disciplines. Even a fraction of active participation deeply influences the magnanimity of
this international event. I must acknowledge your response to this conference. I ought to convey
that this conference is only a little step towards knowledge, network and relationship.
I congratulate the participants for getting selected at this conference. I extend heart full thanks to
members of faculty from different institutions, research scholars, delegates, IRNet Family
members, members of the technical and organizing committee. Above all I note the salutation
towards the almighty.

Editor-in-Chief
Prof. (Dr.) Srikanta Patnaik
President, IRNet India and Chairman IIMT
Intersceince Campus, Bhubaneswar
Email: patnaik_srikanta@yahoo.co.in
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Abstract
A
- Micrrostrip Antenna is used in wide range of appliccation but narrow
w bandwidth oft
ften limits there more widespreaad use.
The thesis coveers two aspects of Microstrip antenna designss the first is thee analysis and design of singlee element rectaangular
Microstrip antennna which operrates at the centrral frequency off 5 GHz and th
he second aspectt is the design of
o circularly pollarized
Microstrip patch
h antenna. The antenna
a
is single feed circular poolarized Microstrrip Antenna .Thiis miniaturized Microstrip
M
antennna has
wide bandwidth
h in the frequenccy band of WLA
AN and exhibitss circularly polaarized far field w
with very good axial ratio banddwidth.
The simulated result
r
using IE3D
D software is veerified by measuurement. For recttangular Microsttrip antenna dessign fabricate onn Glass
Epoxy substratee based, Microsttrip board with dielectric
d
constannt 4.36 and the substrate
s
height is 1.57 mm and
d loss tangent is 0.001.
The properties of antenna suchh as bandwidth, S-Parameter hhas been investiigated and comppared between different optimiization
scheme and theooretical results.

I.

INTROD
DUCTION

Microstripp antenna is defined as: “An antenna
which consistss of thin metalllic conductor bonded
b
to thin
grounded dieleectric substratees” [1].. The most
m
impotent
high data ratee wireless broaadband networrking systems
for future wirreless broadbaand networkingg systems for
future wireless communicattions are Highh Performance
Local area Network
N
type1((HIPERLAN/1
1) and High
Performance Local
L
area Nettwork type 2(H
HIPERLAN/2)
which use thhe frequency bands
b
5.150GHz-5.350GHz
and 5.470Ghhz-5.275GHz respectivelyy with Omnidirectional anttennas. But forr short distancee indoor LAN
communicatio
on, directive antenna caan be used
HIPERLAN/22 has a very high
h
transmissiion rate up to
54Mbits/s [2,3].Single layeer Microstrip antenna have
bu
ut
using
narrow
banndwidth,
multi-layered
configurationss like proxiimity coupledd Microstrip
antennas or aperture
a
couplled Microstripp antennas or
aperture couplled Microstrip antennas ,highher bandwidth
can be achieeved[2] .Circuularly Polarizeed Microstrip
patch antennaa has very sm
mall size, widde bandwidth,
moderate gain
n and very good
g
axial rattio bandwidth
required for communicaation using HIPERLAN/
2.HIPERLAN
N/2 is principallly used for in
ndoor wireless
local area netw
work and for in
ndoor signal prropagation due
to multiple refflection from walls
w
and otherr human made
configuration, signal chang
ge its directio
on and hence
signal from other directs ex
xcept null direection will be
received by receiving antenn
na.[11]

Fig.1 : Prooximity–coupled Feed
II. DESIIGN SPECIFIICATIONS
IE3D
D is an integral full-wavve electromaggnetic
simulatio
on and optimiization packagges for analysiis and
design of
o 3D and plaanner microwaave circuits M
MMIC,
RFIC,RF
FID, antennas ,digital circuuits and high speed
printed circuit
c
broads(P
PCB).since its formal introduuce in
1993 IE
EEE internationnal Microwavee Symposium((IEEE
IMS 199
93),IE3D has been
b
adopted as industrial staandard
in plannner and 3D electromaagnetic simullation.
[13,14].T
The essential parameters fo
or the design of a
circularlly polarized Microstrip Paatch Antennaa are:
Frequency of operation (fo): The ressonant frequenncy of
the anteenna must be sselected approopriately. The high
data rate wireless brooadband netw
working system
ms for
future wireless
w
comm
munications aree High Perform
mance
Local Area
A
Network type 1 (HIPE
ERLAN/1)and High
Performance
Local
Area
Neetwork
typee
2
(HIPERL
LAN/2)which h use the freqquency bands 5.150
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GHz–5.350 GHz and 5.470 GHz–5.725 GHz
respectively with Omni-directional antennas. Hence the
antenna designed must be able to operate in this
frequency range. The resonant frequency selected for
my design is 5.0 GHz. Dielectric constant of the
substrate ( ): The dielectric material selected form
design is fabricated on Glass Epoxy which has a
dielectric constant of 4.36. Height of dielectric substrate
(h): the height of the dielectric substrate is selected as
1.57 mm.

IV. SIMULATED RESULT USING IE3D

III. EXPERIMENAL RESULT USING MATLAB
From Fig.2, conclude that resonance frequency is at
5 GHz and give return loss of nearly -32db.

Fig. 4 : Structural view of patch after circularly polarized

-12

From Fig.5 conclude that resonance frequency is
not exactly at 5 GHz, It is resonating at about 4.89 GHz
and give return loss of nearly -20db.Return loss of
antenna which should be -10db for good performance.10db return loss means 90% of power is radiated.
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Fig. 2 : Return loss vs. Impedance match as a function
of frequency plot (MATLAB)
From Fig.3 frequency vs. V.S.W.R plot, VSWR is
1.054db at frequency range 5 GHz. Thus V.S.W.R plot
for antenna 1.05:1.this considers a good value of level of
mismatched is not very high. High level of mismatch
means port not properly matched.

Fig 5 Frequency vs. return loss
Normalized scaling allows Smith chart to be used
for problem involving any characteristics impedance or
system impedance, although by far most commonly
used is 50 ohms. From fig.6 Smith Chart shows that
resonance frequency is not exactly at 5 GHz, It is
resonating at about 4.89 GHz.
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Figure 3 shows the impedance match as a function of
frequency vs. VSWR
Fig.6 : Smith chart of circularly polarized Microstrip antenna
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From Fig. 7 Frequency vs. V.S.W.R plot, VSWR is
1.054db at frequency range 5 GHz. Thus V.S.W.R plot
for antenna 1.05:1.this considers a good value of level of
mismatched is not very high. High level of mismatch
means port not properly matched.

Fig.10 shows axial ratio axial ratio of 0 dB in
central frequency (3.8 GHz).Axial ratio is parameter for
determine how good circular polarization. At different
angles axial ratio is different.

Fig.7 V.S.W.R vs. Frequency plot

Fig .10 Axial-ratios vs. frequency plot

Fig. 8 shows Z-parameter of real and imaginary part of
antenna at frequency range 5GHz

Fig.11 shows Elevation pattern gain display at
0 90 at, which pattern gain of E-plane or plane
of electric field, is in range 2.84db to82.1db (positive)
and 2.84db to -98.7db (negative) x-y plane.

Fig.8 : Z-parameter of circularly polarized Microstrip
Antenna

Fig.9 shows Elevation pattern gain display at
0 90 at, which pattern gain of H-plane or plane
of magnetic field, is in range 2.84db to15.24db
(positive) and 2.84db to-87.7(negative) x-y plane.

Fig. 9 : Elevation pattern gain display at

0

Fig.11 Azimuth pattern plot

0

90

Fig.12 shows total gain vs. frequency plot, which shows
that at frequency 4.8GHz range maximum gain of 5.31

Fig.12 Total gain vs. Frequency plot at 0 to 90

90
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Fig.13 shows polar pattern of Azimuth pattern
which is a co-polarization pattern of E-plane or electric
field (horizontal plane) produce by antenna

H-plane co.

E-plane

Fig.15 : 2-D pattern display of E-plane and
H-plane when
0
90

Fig.16 shows 3-D pattern of antenna at frequency
range 5GHz, here color represent dbi[Gain] of antenna
which is 4.28db maximum.
Fig.13 Polar plot of Azimuth pattern gain display at
0 90

Fig.14 shows polar pattern of Elevation pattern
which is a cross-polarization pattern of H-plane or
magnetic field (vertical plane) produce by antenna.

Fig.16 : 3-D (TRUE) Polar Plot E- total of Patch
Antenna Element
Fig.17 shows 3-D pattern of axial ratio of antenna at
frequency range 5GHz, here color represent Axial Ratio
of antenna which is 28db maximum.

Fig 14 Polar plot of elevation pattern gain display
0 90
Fig.15 shows 2-Dpattern of H-plane and E-plane copolarization pattern of antenna .Maximum gain obtain in
broadside region.

Fig.17 : 3-D (TRUE) polar plot for axial ratio of
Antenna Element
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requirements to fabricate it on hardware which can be
used wherever needed.

3-D current distribution plot gives co-polarization
and cross-polarization components. Moreover it gives
clear picture of nature of field propagation through
patch antenna. Fig.18 clearly shows that antenna is
circularly polarized.

The theoretical results are compared with the simulated
data obtained from IE3D. Results shows that proposed
of circularly polarized Microstrip patch antenna has very
small size, wide bandwidth, moderate gain and very
good axial ratio bandwidth, required for communication
using HIPERLAN/2.
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Fig. 19 : Display messing of antenna
V. CONCLUSION:The principles of design of a circularly polarized
Microstrip Antenna for the application in WLAN are
described that operate 5 GHz frequency range. Very
important work is done in this thesis is to implement of
Circular Polarized Microstrip antenna using IE3D and
MATLAB. The simulated and experimental results on
proposed circularly polarized proximity coupled
Microstrip antenna show that impedance bandwidth and
return loss bandwidth of the antenna is very good at
5GHz WLAN band and may be used for HIPERLAN/2.
The simulation gave results good enough to satisfy our
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Abstract - This paper presents the design of a high performance transputer based fault-tolerant multiprocessor system
for critical applications such as aircraft control, nuclear power station control, satellite applications etc. Fault-tolerant
building blocks designed with potential for real time processing. The systematic architecture, regularity and
recursiveness enables the system to be more fault-tolerant. The design is based on dynamic Triple Modular
Redundancy such that the application process can survive upto the concurrent faults and masking the faculty one. The
link failure, processor failure and system reliability is discussed in this paper.
Key words - Fault-tolerance, Multitransputer System, Parallel processing, Reliability, Reconfiguration
I.

INTRODUCTION

Hence, the present transputing systems provides
dynamic fault recovery applications in MIDM
architecture[3]. The multiple link mechanism is adopted
for better group communication[4] in the network.

Dependability and reliability are important aspects
of complex parallel computing system used for various
real time application such as aircraft control, nuclear
power station control, satellite applications can not
afford potential catastrophe in which human lives are at
stake due to computer faults. Therefore fault-tolerant
building blocks are designed based on transputers (IMST800) flexible and cost effect in nature.

II. TRANSPUTER OVERVIEW
The IMS T800 transputer is a 32 bit CMOS
microcomputer with a 64 bit floating point unit and
graphics support It has 4 Kbytes on-chip RAM for high
speed processing, a configurable memory interface and
four standard INMOS communication links. The
instruction set achieves efficient implementation of high
level languages and provides direct support for the
Occam model of concurrency when using either a single
transputer or a network. Procedure calls, process
switching and typical interrupt latency are submicrosecond. For convenience of description, the IMS
T800 operation is split into the basic blocks shown in
Fig. 1

This design provides transparent protection from
permanent module failures based on multiple modular
redundancy. Though, transporter is a link based
processor, it is easy to design a parallel machine that
encapsulate acceptance testing, fault masking,
reconfiguring the network. A dynamic triple modular
redundancy scheme employed basing on four
transputers. Four transputers form a module and four
modules from a nature with fault-tolerant mechanism
interconnecting the four bidirectional links of each
module. One line of each module dedicated to link
adaptor for I/O to peripheral instruments. The reference
becomes crazy due to permanent faults, transient faults,
software faults, operation errors etc. Hardware faults
due to memory crazy and short circuiting etc[1],[2] and
errors due to information failure[2]. Faults due to severe
environmental conditions includes the transient
faults[1]. To challenge the above fault scenario,
multilink processor[18] is preferred while designing the
network.

The processor speed of a device can be pin-selected
in stages from 17.5 MHz up to the maximum allowed
for the part. A device running at 30 MHz achieves an
instruction throughput of 30 MIPS peak and 15 MIPS
sustained. The extended temperature version of the
device complies with MIL-STD-883C.
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Systtem Servicess include proocessor reset and
bootstrap
p control, together with facilities for error
analysis. Error signalss may be daissy-chained in multim
transputeer systems.
Thee standard INM
MOS communnication links allow
networkks of transputerr family produccts to be constrructed
by direcct point to point connectionns with no exxternal
logic. The
T
IMS T8800 links sup
pport the staandard
operating speed of 10 Mbits/sec, butt also operate aat 5 or
20 Mbitss/sec. Each linkk can transfer data
d bi-directioonally
at up to 2.35
2 Mbytes/seec.
Thee transputer is ddesigned to im
mplement the O
Occam
languagee, detailed in tthe Occam Refference Manuaal, but
also effficiently suppoorts other lang
guages such as C,
Pascal and
a Fortran. Acccess to the traansputer at maachine
level is seldom requirred, but if neccessary refer to
t the
Transpu
uter Instructionn Set - A Compiiler Writers'Guuide.
Figuure-1

Thiss data sheet suupplies hardw
ware implemenntation
and chaaracterization details
d
for thee IMS T800. It is
intendedd to be read inn conjunction with
w the Transsputer
Architeccture chapter, which details the architectuure of
the transsputer and givees an overview of Occam.

The IMS T800 pro
ovides high performance
arithmetic andd floating poiint operationss. The 64 bit
floating point unit providess single and double
d
length
EE 754-1985 standard for
operation to the ANSI-IEE
floating point arithmetic. It is able to perrform floating
point operatiions concurreently with th
he processor,
sustaining a raate of 2.2 Mfllops at a proceessor speed off
20 MHz and 3,3 Mflops at 30 MHz.

III. SYS
STEM ARCH
HITECTURE
Thee architecture iss designed is reegular and recuursive
and thee resultant syystem yields low
l
cost for fault
tolerancee due to avoiidance of roll--back accuracyy and
small scale of synchronnizations.

High perfformance graphics support iss provided by
microcoded block move instructions whiich operate at
the speed of memory.
m
The tw
wo-dimensionaal block move
instructions prrovide for conttiguous block moves
m
as well
as block copyiing of either noon-zero bytes of
o data only or
zero bytes onlly. Block movee instructions can
c be used to
provide graphhics operations such as text manipulation,
windowing, paanning, scrollin
ng and screen updating.
u
Cyclic red
dundancy checcking (CRC) in
nstructions are
available for use
u on arbitrary
y length seriall data streams,
to provide erroor detection wh
here data integ
grity is critical.
Another featuure of the IMS T800, usefuul for pattern
recognition, iss the facility to count bits set in
i a word.
The IMS T800 can direectly access a linear address
space of 4 Gb
bytes. The 32 bit wide mem
mory interface
uses multiplex
xed data and address
a
lines and
a provides a
data rate of up
u to 4 bytes every
e
100 nannoseconds (40
Mbytes/sec) for
f a 30 MH
Hz device. A configurable
memory conttroller providees all timing control and
DRAM refressh signals forr a wide varieety of mixed
memory system
ms.

Figure--2 : Single Module
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Figure-3 : Hardware Arrchitecture [4 modules]
m

Figure--5 : Node ‘1’ annd Node ‘3’ obbserve and claiim it.

dule consisting of four tran
nsputer nodes
Each mod
with their ow
wn private memory
m
four bidirectional
communicatio
on links and a copy of operrating system.
The hardware architecture iss shown in figu
ure in the form
of grid connecction.
a) Operation
n during multtiple link failu
ure
Multiple link failure may result in a network
partition. Proccessor failure is assumed when all the
internal links appear to havve failed. Consider first the
simple one off processors tw
wo links filing
g as in figure.
The ‘0’ node scatters the data
d
packet to the available
working links, only one nodde receives it and
a ACKs are
then scattered by the recipiennt in all the woorking internal
links in responnse to the packet.
Figu
ure-6 : Lost claimers ACK thee PDU received.

Figure-4 : Node
N
‘0’ scatterrs PDU. Node ‘2’ receives
PD
DU
Figure-7 : Direct ACKs are returned to the Originnator
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Figure-99 a,b,c : Node 1 receives the PDU
P
and ACK
Ks the
recepption of the PD
DU

Figure-8 : Noode ‘1’ scatter PDU
P
and Nodee ‘2’ receives
and AC
CKs it.

Figure-110 : Node ‘0’ sscatters PDU annd Node ‘1’ annd ‘2’
receivves and ACKs it.

(aa)

(a)
(b
b)
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Now
w, there the caase of three linnks fail, and a single
s
link connnection in the network. Samee procedure addopted
as shownn in figure.
Thee direct ACK is returned to a claimer, buut this
time the link is not worrking any longger.
Thee algorithm is ddesigned so thaat if any other link
l
is
still wo
orking than A
ACK is forwaarded to thatt link
otherwisse the ACK will have to be returned to the link
through which it came.
Thee signal ACK ssender now traain the only linnk left
to the prrocessor to reacch the originatoor.
b) Opeeration in the event of proceessor failure
Thee detection of processor
p
failuure is very important
to stop meaningless waiting
w
or sen
nding attemptts. To
know th
he status of proocessor, each tiime data packeet and
control packet is exchanged, the update know
wledge
about lin
nk status of alll processor atttached to the header
h
of the packet.
p
Each node
n
periodicallly updates thee link
status vectors as the exchange of packets
p
takes place
with othher nodes. A ffaulty processo
or will be exccluded
from thee network durinng the protocoll operation unttil it is
repairedd.

Figure -11a&
&b : Node ‘2’ annd ‘e’ observe and claim it.

c)

Waatchdog monitooring

A watchdog
w
timerr is associatedd with each linnk and
gets reseet when a corrrect packet iss received from
m the
associateed link. Whenn a pending liink output queeue is
empty, the
t write workker will send a control packket to
each linnk on a perioddic basis[18] One
O a link failuure is
detected
d, the associateed failure flag is turned on. Next
set of tiimers is emplooyed to detectt the node faiilures.
Each app
plication proceess has an asso
ociated timer.[44] If a
packet as
a an observatiion of new nodde service arrivves at
any moodule, the associated timer for the idenntified
process is started to deetect the replicca process failuure to
participaate in the netwoork communication.

Figure-12 : Direct ACK can reach the originator
The otherr two links off the recipientt are working
other two noddes 2 and 1 obbserve the receeption through
the ACKs. Thhe recipient seends the data packet to the
other two noddes in responsee to the receptiion of the lost
claim packets.. The ACKs arre returned to the originator
(direct ACK) are also direccted to the reccipient (Node
‘0’). When AC
CKs are scatterred form the loost claimer the
ACK distributted to the origiinator is 1st sennt to the Node
‘0’ that provvided the claaimed packett. It is then
forwarded by the peer who should have a working link
to reach the originator, pro
ovided that no
o further link
failure occurreed so far.

III. SYS
STEM RELIA
ABILITY
To keep the systeem in reliable operation modde the
followinng parameterss are used. Let ‘C’ bee the
probabillity that the fault
f
is detectted and ‘r’ be
b the
probabillity that the fault is repaired after the fault
detected
d in the system.. ‘t’ be the proccessing time annd ‘λ’
be the fault
f
rate durinng power on. Taking
T
the moodular
designs, the fault distribution Rm((t) is expontiaal and
identicall for all moddules i.e. Rm
m = e-λt sincce the
moduless are symmettric independeent of each other
except when
w
the repairr occurs.

If the linkk between the two
t
claimers iss working, the
observed ACK
K from either should be recceived by the
other, by now
w both claimerrs should havee gathered the
set of packets i.e. one messaage packet and two observed
ACKs. The previous
p
recipiient should noow also have
gathered the packets in respoonse to the scattter.

Let the time betw
ween the conssecutive accepptance
tests ≤T
T. Where T iis some consttant C and ‘rr’ are
constantts [5]
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To obtain system reliability R….. the system failure
probability ….., has three components No. 1 F1 is due to
concurrent faults occur during T. No. 2 F2 is the
sequential fault occur over time t where t >>T No. 3 F3
results from fault repairs corresponding to the case when
faults occur in two modules. One fault is detected when
the other is not and the undetected fault in the repairer.

the latter appears to have successfully repaired the
former using its runtime context[8].

1 ⎛ 4⎞
2
2
2 x ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟(1 − c )cr (1 − R m ) R m
3 ⎝ 2⎠
t≤T
F3 =

⎛ 4⎞
4
3
F1 = (1 − R m ) + ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟[1 − R m ] R m
3
⎝ ⎠

… (4)
The system failure probability is

⎧F + F3
Fc1 = ⎨ 1
⎩ F2

if t ≤ T (1)
Where F1 is the probability that all four modules
have faults or three out of four modules have faults
during ‘T’.
Putting Rm =e

-λt

in Eqn. (1).

[

)

]

The probability that packet exchanges between a
pair of nodes can be conducted in the event of link
failure in the network is defined as the network
reliability Rc[11]. The reliability between two nodes of
the network is employed by the very such that a packet
sent from one module with two extra ACKs. So, that the
receiver to know the packet for proper action, thus the
reliability between two modules in the system is
increased by the use of redundant ACKs [10].

]2

t

d
d
∫0 dt1 (1 − R m )∫t dt 2 (1 − R m )
1

Let Rl be the reliability of a transputer link Rc be the
reliability of the connection between two modules
across a link. The probability of a connection failure is

t

d
∫ dt (1 − R )R
m

t2

m

dt 3dt 2dt1 ,

3

R Tc = 1 − FcT

V. NETWORK RELIABILITY

F2 = 4 (1 − c ) + c(1 − r )
t

… (5)

Eqn (3) reflects the contribution to the reliability
from the online forward fault repair. It shows that higher
values of the probability C or r, lower than system
failure probability [7][9]

The failure probability F2 comes from the situation
in which the system has suffered two sequential faults.
Since all modules are symmetric to each other, so F2 is
the sum of all the sequences[6]. The fault detection
probability ‘c’ and the probability successful repair ‘r’
can change the system failure probability substantially,
for four sequences

[

if t > t

Thus the reliability is

⎛ 4⎞
4
3
F1 = 1 − e − λt + ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ 1 − e − λt e − λt
⎝ 3⎠
t≤T

(

if t ≤ T

if t > T

Fc = (1-Rl)2 + 2 (1-Rl)2 Rl[(1-Rl)2 + Rl (1-Rl2)]
… (6)

… (2)

Eqn. (6) can be simplified as

Where (1-c) + c (1-r) is the probability that a fault is not
detected.

Fc = (1-Rl)3 (1+2 (1-Rl)2) Rl)

Substituting Rm = e-λt in (2)
F2 = [(1-c) + c(1-r)2] [1-6e-2λt + 8 e-3λt - 3e-4λt] if t > T

… (7)

So, the network reliability Rc is

Or F2 = [(1-c) + c(1-r]2 (1- e-λt)3 (1+3 e-λt) t > T

Rc = 1- (1-Rl)3 (1+2(1-Rl2)Rl)

… (8)

… (3)
There are five possible routes in all possible link
failure provided that the system is still connected. The

Let F3 is the probability that faults occur on only
two modules, one of them is detected and other not and
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extra ACKs scattered in response to the data packet
received, transform the transmission in the four
opportunities for the intended receiver for active actions.
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Fig. 13 : Evaluation of Dependability using reliability tool

VII. CONCLUSION
The designers of the parallel system can not just
demand that no node or module of the system should
fail, in the event of failure, it is required to add
redundancy and reconfigurability. This network
provides very good group synchronisation improves
communication mechanism. The low cost in transferring
the ACKs for packet routing reduces the network
operative overhead. In our design, the system reliability
can be remarkably improved with the mechanism of
forward fault repair and redundancy saves the cost of
accessing persistent I/O devices. The concurrency
control overhead is eliminated due to non-sharing of
virtual memory. Definitely this design is highly efficient
compared to existing configurations.
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Parallelization of Hierarchical Text Clustering on
Multi-core CUDA Architecture
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Abstract - Text Clustering is the problem of dividing text documents into groups, such that documents in same group are similar to
one another and different from documents in other groups. Because of the general tendency of texts forming hierarchies, text
clustering is best performed by using a hierarchical clustering method. An important aspect while clustering large text databases is
that of high dimensionality of the representation space. Not only does it take lot of space in storing hierarchy trees but also a lot of
time is spent in similarity calculations while clustering these documents. In this paper we propose to parallelize a method which uses
a tree based summarization technique to store cluster summaries in a tree stored in the memory at all times of processing. The results
show that our method shows good accuracy along with a good speed up in calculating clusters.
Keywords-hierarchical clustering; Text clustering; Tree based compression ; BIRCH clustering;.

I.

high dimensional, large datasets of text. And as text
generally follows a hierarchical classification we need to
adopt clustering method which can detect clusters or
multi cluster belongings of a document at various levels
of hierarchy. [5,6]

INTRODUCTION

Large amounts of data are being generated
nowadays in form of text. Internet which is growing
very rapidly has data which is mostly in form of text and
this text is in the unstructured format. Emails, blogs,
web pages, online news, the sources are just too many.
The capacity to store data(text) has increased manifolds
and cost to do so has decreased. Just to have a better
idea of how large the text database has grown Eric
Schmidt, Google CEO in 2005 stated that Google which
is considered the best search engine ever has indexed
about 170 TBs of data and that it is just a small fraction
of the total internet data which is expected to be around
5 million TB at that time. And as we know bulk of this
internet data is text which is there in an unorganized
way, and does not follow any specific structure for
representation. Thus it is difficult to fully utilize this
text. So to make use of this text we need to keep it in an
organized way. Text clustering is the method of
organizing text documents into groups of similar
documents.

Unstructured text unlike other forms of data does
not have a standardized representation. We require
adopting methods to transform text documents into
numerical vectors on which clustering could be
performed. Even preprocessing becomes an important
part in text mining algorithms because data to be
clustered properly first needs a good representation
model. Thus in our approach we have designed a
preprocessor which takes several small measures to
make sure that the vectors we get represent the text in a
best possible way.
In this paper we parallelize a hierarchical clustering
algorithm for clustering unstructured text documents.
The clustering algorithm chosen is fast as well as
depends on compact representation such that the
scalability of the algorithm remains high and it can be
used for very large sized datasets as well. Through
parallel processing of computations involved on the high
dimensional vectors we decrease the time complexity of
the algorithm and achieve high speed-ups on running the
code on machine with a multi core CUDA GPU.

Clustering is an important data mining problem.
There have been several studies and researches on the
subject of clustering specialized in the field of
text.[1,2,3]
A good survey of clustering algorithms exist in [4]
which covers research done in the field in the past as
well as recent times. After the study of the various
techniques that have been proposed to be used in text it
is inferred that for the purpose of clustering text we need
to adopt a clustering method which fits the needs of the

The paper is further organized as follows- In section
2 we discuss the multi-core CUDA architecture, in
section 3 BIRCH clustering approach is explained.
Section 4 explains the proposed parallelization of
BIRCH and using it for text clustering. Section 5
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Fig. 1 : Processing flow on CUDA

contains the details of the dataset used in our
experiments and obtained results and the paper is
concluded in section 6.

III. BACKGROUND THEORY
Various approaches could be used for clustering.
For the case of text hierarchical methods should be
preferred because texts show natural presence of
hierarchies in taxonomy. The main drawback of
hierarchical clustering algorithms is the high time
complexity and consumption of too much space to store
the hierarchy tree formed during clustering process.

II. MULTICORE CUDA ARCHITECTURE
CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) is a
parallel programming model and software environment
developed by NVIDIA [7]. CUDA gives the developers
access to virtual instruction set and memory elements
capable of parallel computation in form of CUDA
GPUs.

Here we have explained a hierarchical clustering
approach which uses a hybrid of hierarchical clustering
and iterative partitioning to form clusters. The use of
hybrid approach in this algorithm makes it fast. And the
use of compression tree data structure called clustering
feature tree to store the tree reduces the memory space
consumed in storing the trees.

CUDA GPUs act like CPUs with parallel
throughput that is instead of a fast processing of a single
thread multiple cores of a GPU process multiple threads
slowly but in parallel.[8]
The GPUs initially were specialized processor
designed to answer the demands of real-time high
resolution 3D graphics. But recently the modern GPUs
have evolved into highly parallel multi core systems.
These systems allow very efficient manipulation of large
blocks of data. Thus the parallel processing GPU design
is more effective than general-purpose CPUs and
especially for algorithms where processing of large
blocks of data is required in a quick time. [9]

The algorithm is explained belowBalanced Iterative Reducing and Clustering Using
Hierarchies (BIRCH)
Our technique is based on the popular BIRCH
clustering approach [10]. BIRCH is a very effective
hierarchical clustering approach especially for large
datasets. The complexity of BIRCH algorithm is O(n)
which is very fast compared to other hierarchical
clustering methods.

The present generation GPUs are so fast that if the
size of data is small we o reaching the bottleneck of
performance and the power of the GPU is not getting
fully utilized.

BIRCH uses a two way clustering, where in the first
part or micro clustering phase it prepares a tree of
cluster summaries stored in the main memory. In the
second stage or the macro clustering phase it uses an
iterative partitioning approach to allocate clusters to
each item.

Thus GPUs can implement many parallel
algorithms directly using graphics hardware. Wellsuited algorithms that leverage all the underlying
computational horsepower often achieve tremendous
speedups.

The summarization tree is known as Clustering
Feature tree and the summary vectors are called
clustering feature vector. A clustering feature vector
stores a triplet <n,LS,SS> Where n is the number of
items in the cluster, LS is the linear sum of vectors, and
SS is the squared sum of vectors.
The summary stored in the clustering feature vector
contains enough information to calculate parameters
such as centroid, radius and diameter of the cluster,
given by eq. 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 respectively.
∑
∑

(3.1)

(3.2)
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∑

∑

done because generally the starting lines of any text
contain the crisp of the matter talk about in the text. For
example a news paper article will start by saying which
place, person, or field it is linked to.

(3.3)

BIRCH summary is both compact and accurate
method to store the tree. Compact because it stores only
the triplet summarizing the cluster information instead
of the whole data. And accurate because the summary
still contains enough information to calculate centroid,
radius and diameter of the cluster precisely.

The words which occur rarely like a word occurring
only 2-3 times in a text does not represent the
document’s domain. Such words can be removed to
reduce the dimensionality of the vector space. And to
limit the dimensionality the number of words taken to
represent each document is limited.

Once the cluster tree is formed in the main memory,
in the second stage items are allocated clusters based on
nearest centroid of the clusters in the tree.

Standard implementation of BIRCH works for
numeric data. Once we have converted our documents
into numeric vectors we can easily use the BIRCH
algorithm to find hierarchical clusters in our documents.

The similarity in case of BIRCH is calculated on
the basis of Euclidean distance formula. Therefore
BIRCH is good only to find spherical clusters.

When the number of documents in the database is
large, the dimensionality increases manifolds and in that
case the calculations which take place in creating the
clustering feature tree increases. For each entry to be
made to the tree it needs to compute the nearest cluster
at each level of hierarchy. This distance is computed
between the cluster centroid which can be calculated
from the clustering feature vector of that cluster. All
these calculations involve the high dimensional vector.
In our approach we simply used the CUDA GPUs
parallel processing to speed-up the part of the algorithm
which involves these high dimensional computations.
We have used CUDA’s thrust libraries for C++, the
library provides in built function implementations to
carry out primary tasks like sorting, adding, negating etc
in parallel using the multiple cores of GPUs.

The similarity calculations in the case of BIRCH
applied to text take place on very high dimensional
vectors. To speedup the clustering process these
calculations could be processed by CUDA GPUs in
parallel. The next section explains what functions and
calculations can be parallelized in text clustering using
BIRCH.
III. IMPLEMENTATION FRAMEWORK
The text documents are initially in the unstructured
format. The first and foremost step is to preprocess this
text to form numeric vectors. The preprocessing phase
consists of the following stepsTokenisation: In the step the document is broken into
words or tokens.

The functions that can be parallelized are the ones
which perform computations on the high dimensional
text vectors.

Stop-Word Removal: Stop words are the words that are
irrelevant to the processing to be performed. Words like
articles, conjunctions, verbs etc. which have no impact
what so ever in calculating similarity between
documents are removed.

For each entry made to the CF tree it involves multiple
distance calculations between clusters. To make these
calculations it involves computations between the CF
vectors which further consist of LS and SS vectors.
Performing all these calculations serially produces a
significant overhead of time. Therefore to achieve
speed-up all these computations have been implemented
using the standard template library (thrust) for CUDA
which provides simple built in functions to implement
computations in parallel. The library is built to perform
the task optimally using as many threads as it can use
according to the size of vectors involved in calculations.

Stemming: It is the process of converting each word to
its root form. Porter’s stemmer or Porter’s suffix
stripping algorithm [11] can be used to perform this
task.
Tf-idf: once the document has gone through the first 3
steps we get a bag of words where each word is in the
root form. We apply the tf-idf weighing scheme to
convert the document from bag of words to numeric
vectors where each word in the vocabulary now
represents a dimension and each document is
represented in this high dimensional space.[12,13]

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experiments are performed on the dataset
commonly used for text mining. A brief explanation of
the dataset is given below.

Special feature implemented in the preprocessor:
The weighing scheme is coded such that the words
in the introductory paragraph of the text get more weight
as compared to words occurring later in the text. This is

Datasets Used
20-Newsgroups dataset
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Dataset consists of 20000 news articles. These
articles fall into 20 categories with 1000 documents
falling in each category. On a broad scale these 20
categories can be divided into 6 groups. Thus the dataset
is a perfect example of texts falling into hierarchical
distribution. [14]

4

8

8000

86

79

4

12

12000

78

72

20 newsgroups dataset is a perfect example
showing that how texts generally fall under multiple
categories in multiple levels of hierarchy when it comes
classifying them.

All CUDA and sequential experiments were
conducted on a PC with 4 GB RAM and an Intel Core 2
Duo E6750 2.66GHz processor running Windows 7 64bit. An NVIDIA 8800GTX GPU with 768MB of
memory was used for all experiments. All of the CUDA
algorithms were written using CUDA version 2.3, while
the sequential algorithms were written in C++ using
Visual Studio 2010. NVIDIA graphs driver version
197.45 was used for the project. Thrust version 1.2 was
used for the applicable algorithms.

The table below shows the various groups into
which the documents belong. The bold headings in the
table denote the primary level grouping while the sub
categories are given in each of the 6 main groups.

The experiments were conducted on the dataset
dividing it into various groups taking varying number of
documents from different categories and the following
results were obtained.

Table 1: Hierarchical distribution of documents within
the dataset

The table 3 shows the variation with no. of
documents taken during each run of the experiment.
And the relative speedup obtained in each case.

Various versions of the data set are available on the
internet hosted by various data repositories. We have
used the raw text format version and preprocessed it on
our custom designed preprocessing module for text.

Computers
Graphics
MS Windows
IBM Hardware
MAC
Hardware
Windows X
Miscellaneous
Forsale

Table 3 Speedup obtained by using the parallel version
compared to the serial implementation

Recreation

Science

Autos
Motorcycles
SportsBaseball
Sports-Hockey

Cryptography
Electronics
Medicine
Space

Politics

Religion

Guns
Mideast
Miscellaneous

Miscellaneous
Atheism
Christianity

On conducting experiments on the dataset with
various number of categories and sub categories we
obtained the following results on accuracy of our
method.

No. of
sub
categories

No. of
documents

2

2

4

4

Level
2

2000

95

-

4000

91

-

Relative
Speed-up
Obtained

1000

7805

2000

12539

29.5

5.5

5.36

4000
8000

16843
18392

63.1
139.8

10.25
21.7

6.18
6.45

12000

21560

212.5

31.95

6.7

5.5

We get a 5-7 times speed up on the parallel version
of the algorithm, represented as PBIRCH for text
clustering. As we increase the number of documents we
see that the speed up increases because of multiple
parallel computations and compensation of the time
taken in tree construction.

Accuracy
Level
1

Vocabul
ary Size
(No. of
words)

The graph below shows the time taken by the serial
processing and parallel processing version of the
BIRCH algorithm for text.

Table 2 Accuracy of our method at 2 hierarchical levels
of clusters with varying no. of documents
No. of
categories

Timing for
Creating
Clustering Tree
(In minutes)
BIRCH PBIRC
(text)
H
(text)
14.3
2.6

No.
of
Documents
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VI. CONCLUSION

By use of parallel processing on Nvidia GPUs to
compute similarity between document vectors we have
reduced the time taken to compute the in memory
clustering feature tree.
In the next generation of graphics cards that Nvidia
plans to launch the cards will loaded with a feature that
GPU cores can access main memory directly in that case
the overhead of reading the data from the main memory
and writing the results back will be reduced. As this
overhead is significantly high for large datasets, the
future generation cards will be able to produce even
higher speedups.
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Abstract - The layout of facilities is an important determinant of operating efficiency and costs. Whenever the flow of materials or
people is complex, alternative approaches for facilities design offer feasible means of developing and evaluating alternative
arrangements is necessary. Facility planning is very important in a manufacturing process due to their effect in achieving an efficient
product flow. It is estimated that between 20%-55% of the Indirect Operating Expenses in manufacturing is related to material
handling. This cost can be reduced until 30% through an effective facility planning. Proper analysis of facility layout design causes
to improve the performance of production line such as decreasing bottleneck rate, minimizing material handling cost, reducing idle
time, raising the efficiency and utilization of labour, equipment and space. A new type of computer-aided engineering environment
is envisioned which will improve the productivity of manufacturing/industrial engineers. This environment would be used by
engineers to design and implement future manufacturing systems and subsystems. By using software it is possible as overall vision
of the proposed environment, identifying technical issues which must be addressed, and describes work on a current prototype
computer-aided manufacturing system engineering environment.

I.

- Execution of the Project Plan
- Change Control and Corrective Actions

INTRODUCTION

Facility layout design determines how to arrange,
locate, and distribute the equipment and support services
in a manufacturing facility to achieve minimization of
overall production time, maximization of operational
and arrangement flexibility, maximization of turnover of
work-in process and factory output in conformance
with production schedules. Computerized tools are used
on a very limited basis. Given the costs and resources
involved in the construction and operation of
manufacturing systems, the engineering process must be
made more scientific. Powerful new computing
environments for engineering manufacturing systems
could help achieve that objective.

The Project Planning tasks ensure that various
elements of the Project are coordinated and therefore
guide the project execution.
Tree Grid Gantt Chart is a project management
tool for building Gantt charts online on web,
Resources for tasks, work and material resource types,
task price calculation Resource availability and
usage charts, standalone or included in Gantt. Tasks
filtering by resources possible, Discrete bars for a real
flow - actual completion of a task usable along with a
task bar, Flags - any custom icons displayed along with
a defined tooltip on certain dates, Tree Grid Gantt Chart
provides
all
basic
features
for
project
management like Primavera or Microsoft Project.

II. SOFTWARE FOR PROJECT PLANNING
The Project Planning tasks ensure that various
elements of the Project are coordinated and therefore
guide the project execution.
•

Dependencies like descendants (successors)
or ancestor (predecessors) or both (mirrored) between
tasks.

Project Planning helps in :
III. SOFTWARE FOR FACILITY LAYOUT

- Facilitating communication
- Monitoring/measuring the project progress,
and
- Provides overall documentation of
assumptions/ planning decisions.
•

The goal of the engineering process by using
software is to find the best solution to a problem, i.e. a
factory or subsystem implementation, given a specific
set of requirements and constraints. Engineers must
address the entire factory as a system and the
interactions of that system with its surrounding
environment. Component elements of the factory system
include:

The Project Planning Phases can be broadly
classified as follows:
- Development of the Project Plan
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•

The physical plant or buildings to house facility,

•

The production facilities which perform,

•

The technologies used in the production facility,
i.e., processes, methods, and techniques,

•

The work centers/stations, machinery, equipment,
tools, and materials which comprise or are used by
the production facilities,

•

The various support facilities and systems which
move and store materials, handle manufacturing byproducts and waste, manage information resources,
maintain machinery and information systems, and
support other needs of personnel,

•

The staff organization and mechanisms which are
instituted to operate and maintain the manufacturing
facility,

•

and centre arrangements. The distinction among these
types of layouts is made based on system characteristics
such as production volume and product variety. Product
layout, also called flow shop layout is associated with
high volume production and low product variety, while
process layout (job shop) is associated with low-volume
production and high product variety.
Creating a project in LayOPT involves defining the
basic input data required to describe an initial layout and
execute an optimization run, namely: (a) the building or
facility, (b) departments and departmental properties, (c)
flow and cost values, and (d) an initial departmental
block arrangement.
IV. TOOLS FOR OPTIMIZING LAYOUT
DESIGN
The most well known
heuristic methods in
optimizing layout design are Tabu Search (TS),

The interface between the factory and its
environment, e.g. movements of goods and
materials, human access to the facility, links to
utilities, and the controls on various forms of
environmental impact.

Simulated Annealing
(SA), and Genetic
Algorithms (GA). The popularity of these heuristics has
flourished in recent years and several published studies
can be found in the literature.
Tabu Search is a mathematical optimization
method, belonging to the class of local search
techniques. Tabu search enhances the performance of a
local search method by using memory structures, once a
potential solution has been determined, it is marked as
taboo, so that the algorithm does not visit that possibility
repeatedly.

LayOPT™ is an innovative facilities layout analysis
and optimization software package which can be used
by layout planners in the optimal solution of single and
multiple floor facility layout problems.
It is a Windows-based software system with all the
amenities of a user-friendly interface, including pull
down menus, toolbars, status bars, user-defined window
sizes, and an on-line help system. It comes with a User's
Guide/Reference and a Training Manual. LayOPT's
algorithm is a steepest-descent, two-way exchange
optimization routine . In each iteration, the algorithm
picks the department pair whose exchange leads to the
largest reduction in the objective function. It then
automatically exchanges the pair to proceed to the next
iteration. The objective function minimized by the
LayOPT algorithm is the sum of the parts flows
multiplied by the appropriate costs and expected
distances between all department pairs with non-zero
parts flow between them.

A genetic algorithm (GA) is a search technique
used in computing to find exact or approximate
solutions to optimization and search problems .
Genetic algorithms are categorized as global search
heuristics. Genetic algorithms are a particular class of
evolutionary algorithms (EA) that use techniques
inspired by evolutionary biology such as inheritance,
mutation, selection, and crossover, Simulated annealing
(SA) is generic probabilistic meta heuristic for the
global optimization problem of applied mathematics,
namely locating a good approximation to the global
minimum of a given function.

LayOPT is an improvement algorithm that starts
with an existing block layout, and given the flow and
cost data, attempts to improve it by exchanging the
locations of defined departments. While several
available improvement algorithms perform basically the
same function, many are severely limited by the kinds of
exchanges they could perform.

V. FACILITY DESIGN BY SOFTWARE

In manufacturing systems, the three main types of
layout are product layout, process layout, and group
layout, which are further categorized into flow line, cell,

The virtual buffer zone

Design and layout represent the supporting facility
component of service package. Factors influencing
facility design: Nature and objective of organization;
land availability; flexibility; security; aesthetics;
community and environment. Design of facility has the
greatest important where it directly affects the society.
The Virtual Facility acts just like a buffer zone,
bringing all aspects of data center design, optimization
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and management together in a flexible design area that
can be tried and tested in as many ways as the planner
likes, without risk to the real facility.

clients. By simulating various options, both supplier and
client can evaluate alternatives and both will then have
confidence that the agreed solution will work.

•

VI. CONCLUSION

The lifeline of any data center can be divided into
two distinct phases:
1. Design, construction and commissioning.
2. Day-to-day operational management.

Analysis of facility design such as layout and
material handling system is important in a
manufacturing industry. Proper analysis of existing
layout design could improve the performance of
production line. It could decrease bottleneck rate,
minimize material handling cost, reduces idle time,
raise the efficiency and utilization of labour, equipment
and space.

Simulation in the data canter industry has focused
on the design phase and point solutions. Coupled
with the Six Sigma DC suite, the Virtual Facility
enables to support the operational phase of the
lifeline too.

Facility layout improvements are possible to current
systems. These benefits when are possible to be
quantified represent important opportunities of
improvement in the organization. Simulation tools and
lean concepts are beneficial toolsets for assessment of
major design criteria in facilities layout. The simulation
output results give us a substantial reduction in cycle
time. This will radically reduce WIP and with no
additional floor-space needs. This will allow a greater
inventory control with less investment and cost
reductions in material handling with less quality control.
With market challenges and new global competition,
manufacturing companies must dramatically reduce
product delivery time from conception to production in
order to gain, or even retain, competitiveness.

A facilities design criteria are recommended by the
management to improve customer service, material
handling flows, and space utilization. The use of
facilities design software and simulation tools, propose
to develop a facilities design study and develop
manufacturing simulations to consider what-if scenarios
to improve current practices with the facilities redesign
study.
There are many aspects of Facility Design
including Plant Layout, Cell design, Material
Handling, Warehousing and Distribution. Import CAD
layouts to add a dynamic simulation of the movement
of people and parts, Simulation models can also be
used to improve and optimise Manufacturing Cell
Design Watch model run with realistic animation and
real-time statistics, Analyse the performance of the
facility and identify improvements in the 3D results
viewer, Plot how queues, lead-times and
other KPIs change over time, Demonstrate how the
facility runs in 3D with Virtual Reality Fly-through
functionality.
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Abstract - The complexity of home networks has evolved to a greater level of sophistication and complicacy in the recent times
comprising of heterogeneous components like at least two computers, web-enabled high-definition television sets, net-enabled blue
ray disc players, iPods and many other such devices. Troubleshooting such a sophisticated smart home network in case of a
malfunction by the novice end users seems to be very demanding. The paper proposes a Smart Home Network Monitoring System
that provides a centralized, general-purpose, automatic and convergent logging facility with the purpose to auto-detect and possibly
correct all such failure issues by having a well-defined set of adaptive and incremental rule engine that needs to be applied to the
entire network in general. Logging of all events that happened before trouble appeared may give a greater insight and hence help in
providing an effective and permanent troubleshooting mechanism. This paper also reports the initial experience of deploying such a
facility.
Keywords-Smart Home Network Monitoring System, General-purpose logging facility, Adaptive and Incremental Rule-Engine,
Event, Troubleshooting.

I.

Packet-monitoring tools like tcpdump, Wireshark,
Kismet, etc helps us to monitor and log all the incoming
and outgoing network traffic. All of them however
suffer from the same drawback of being tied down to
one specific host at a time. Further, in most of the homes
presence of a NAT enabled router/gateway for
establishing an Internet connection to the ISP server
complicates the issue in the sense that it renders the
outward traffic monitoring useless. Also due to being
tied down to one specific host, multiple tools need to be
present one for each host that is a part of the smart home
network.

INTRODUCTION

Penetration of cheap broadband service in the past
few years has lead to a surge in the home networking
environment and subsequently the problems associated
with it are becoming well-known. The ultimate goal of
providing an
integrated multimedia entertainment
service has resulted in the emergence of smart home
networks consisting of a number of sophisticated yet
complex products like laptops, HDTV, Blue-ray disc
players, tablets, etc that have ultimately created a
plethora of problems for the ultimate home users. In fact
the problems that plague the smart home networks
though simple are a cause of great confusion and
frustration among the end users because of their lack of
knowledge and expertise. Misconfigured home networks
are a great deal of concern from the security point of
view also because they serve as attractive trap-doors for
external attackers to exploit. The causes for home
network failure can be many and thus tools and logging
facilities that enable us to automatically monitor, record,
detect and correct such issues will be welcomed.

This clearly gives rise to redundant data that serves
as a bottleneck for the bandwidth which is shared
between the different active devices.
In this paper we propose a centralized, generalpurpose, automatic, convergent logging facility that
serves as a basis to auto-detect and correct all possible
smart home network failures. Since we used Wireshark
as the packet monitoring tool, hence a centralized
logging facility is required so as to ensure that redundant
data flow and hence bandwidth clogging is minimized.
Thus the home network implies the presence of
client/server architecture which ensures that all the
incoming/outgoing traffic is forced to pass through the
centralized device that houses the packet monitoring
tool. The logging platform is a general purpose one
because not only does the packet monitoring tool we
deploy operating system neutral but it also supports a
wide variety of network protocols from the application,

Continuous monitoring and logging of home
network traffic (both inward and outward) can be
helpful to provide an insight to the problems that arise in
such a network. Specifically what event(s) led to the
malfunctioning of the home network might come into
limelight by maintaining such a log and can come to be
handy in designing an automated, adaptive, and
incremental
self-diagnostic
rule
matching
system(engine).
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transport, network and data-link layers and of the
TCP/IP stack. The logging facility is automatic because
the packet monitoring tool at all times is running in the
background and storing the events in a specified
location of the storage disk. When a particular limit of
the disc usage space is reached the recorded events are
transferred to another secondary storage medium. The
overall reliability of the system is increased by having
the idea of primary/secondary storage in the event of
primary storage failure. The centralized architecture that
we follow automatically forces the entire system to be a
convergent one because traffic from all possible
locations are ultimately redirected to a centralized server
that we already discussed. The aforesaid facility has got
a close resemblance with a typical “Black-box” present
in the aircrafts and we refer to the system that houses the
monitoring, logging and troubleshooting facility as the
Smart Home Network Monitoring System (SHNM).
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2
describes the configuration and functionality of our
SHNM system. Section 3 deals with the potential
applications of such a system. Section 4 deals with the
specific requirements and the challenges that can be
faced by the system. Ultimately Section 5 gives the
detail of our experimental test bed and the scope of
future work.

Wireless support is also provided by the SHNM
system directly in the form of IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n
standards. Although home networks with a more
complex configuration can do exist, but we assume ours
to be a sufficient one for at-least a couple of years to
come by. Figure 2 depicts the overall SHNM system
functionality.

II. SHNM SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND
FUNCTIONALITY
The place of deployment of the SHNM logging
facility is of utmost importance. We follow the typical
client/server architecture model wherein a single system
houses the SHNM facility and all the outgoing or
incoming network traffic of any kind must flow through
it. Such a scheme has been shown in the Figure 1 below.
The configuration has provision both for wired as well
as wireless devices. Since the total number of active
network points can go well beyond 5 very easily we
choose a 10 port Ethernet switch for the wired section
which in turn is connected to one of the Ethernet ports
of the SHNM system.

Figure 2. Overall SHNM System Functionality
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As shown the SHNM system can be subdivided into 4
blocks namely:
i)

III. APPLICATIONS OF SHNM SYSTEM
In this section we consider some applications of our
SHNM System.

Monitoring Block- It actually houses the packet
monitoring software like Wireshark which is
responsible for capturing all the home network data
that are being generated and subsequently
transmitted.

i) Automatic Troubleshooting and Future PredictionThis obviously is the prime reason to have our SHNM
system in place. Studies by Sheehan et al shows that
end-users often seek online help to troubleshoot
problems of their home network that they are facing.
Gathering the knowledge about millions of such end
users spread all over the world we could easily produce
a list that consists of the most commonly occuring home
networking problems. Thus the key to success is to both
learn and share any new information with everybody
else on the community as and when it appears. So, by
collaborating the experiences from different such
households the troubleshooting block rule engine can be
made to adapt itself to such changes and consequently
update its own rule engine. Given a considerable period
of time our SHNM System would gradually evolve to an
automated Expert System wherein, it might suggest for
example, a particular brand of network connected
HDTV’s creating some sort of a network configuration
problem based upon the experience of other households.
Thus, given an existing smart home network it can give
a suggestion to the users before buying about the best
possible alternatives of devices that are available in the
market and which are compatible with their own home
network thereby ensuring a quality and hassle-free
service.

ii) Data Storage and Housekeeping Block- This block
is responsible for storing all the packets that are
being sensed by the Monitoring Block. Each and
every packet is opened up and depending upon its
contents a pre-defined rule-set is applied and the
packets are transferred to a proper Event Generation
Block.
iii) Event Generation Block- It actually can be
subdivided into the following sub-blocks:
a)

General-Purpose Event Sub-Block which contain
the logs of all the incoming and outgoing network
traffic under normal and healthy network operating
conditions (i.e. no network malfunction).

b) Unusual Event Sub-Block which contains the logs
of some rare network traffic like a new MAC
address appearing for the first time, or modification
of the configuration settings of a file that is rarely
touched.
c)

Interesting Event Sub-Block which contains the
logs of certain filtered network traffic that might be
attempting to update an operating system, updating
some antivirus software or searching for device
driver software’s for a newly installed piece of
hardware (maybe like a graphics card) or any other
such related items.

ii) Ensuring Quality of Service(QoS) in terms of Internet
Speed- Poor Internet speeds are a common cause of
concern in almost every household. It can be due to a
improperly configured network or due to policies set
forward by the ISP itself. To detect situations wherein a
user’s ISP is the cause of performance degradation
(relative to speed)[8] Mukarram Bin Tariq et al have
developed the Network Access Neutrality Observatory
(NANO), which collects network-flow statistics from
different households and attempts to isolate the cause of
such performance degradations based upon a statistical
model. Thus, this opens up an opportunity to intermix
the NANO agent with our SHNM system so as to
improve its intelligence to understand the reasons of
poor internet speeds if any and hence take appropiate
measures.

iv) Troubleshooting Action Block- It is this block that
has access to the Interesting Event Sub-block and is
of prime importance. It houses specialized
application program that takes appropriate
troubleshooting measures if such a condition is
detected. Thus this sub-block should obviously
have access to all the sensitive user-data also that
might pose to be a security threat or a breach of
privacy. Hence the interface that is used by this subblock to access the user-data should be done
through a secure channel as depicted by a dotted
line in Figure 2.

iii) As a means to improve Network Security- Intrusion
Detection Systems, antispywares, antivirus softwares
and other network security algorithms depend heavily
on their ability to collect different types of relevant data
from as many sources as possible to keep themselves
updated to the latest available threats. Modern day
scenario presents us with a very dangerous situation
where the attackers could well be present in a smart
home network as ours. The problem is even more

The primary application of the SHNM system is to
provide support for troubleshooting and diagnosis when
some things fail on a smart home network. If the SHNM
system is widely adopted then such a service might be
provided by a third party provider or by the ISP itself as
a value added service on a chargeable basis.
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up another 1 GB. Thus the entire disc space would be
consumed in no more than 3 months. Hence periodic
removal of the stored data to some offsite network
storage device should be done at regular intervals. For
example, data transfer from the SHNM system to any
offsite network storage device can be scheduled at
midnight of Sunday every week.

complicated because different home networks may be
subscribed to different ISP’s and generally they work in
isolation to each other. Thus a collaborative SHNM
system should be in place wherein the SHNM systems
from different home networks interact among
themselves, sharing the data they have with the sole aim
of detecting any possible new vulnerabilities arising out
of such network traffics.

iii) Reliability Issue- The SHNM system we described
should be robust and reliable. Specifically it should be
immune for an acceptable period of time to power
failures, or certain hardware configuration changes in
the machine it is housed in. The design should be such
that, in the event of any hardware failure the loss of log
data should be minimum.

IV. SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS AND
CHALLENGES FACED BY THE SHNM
SYSTEM
i) Issue of privacy and its legal implications- It is
evident by this time that in order to ensure effective
troubleshooting, SHNM systems from various homes
should inter co-operate among themselves. But in doing
so we risk sensitive user informations and their personal
preferences like the type of websites visited, personal
credit card informations and so on to be at stake.
Obviously, no user would ever want any outsider to
have a see into the daily happenings of their household
which should be kept as a secret. But in doing so the
very basic concept of collaborative information
collection mechanism would be violated. To further
complicate matters in a country like India the
Information Technology Act poses a hefty penalty or
imprisonment for upto a few years on the ISP’s who
violate the privacy of their customers.

V. EXPERIMENTAL TEST BED AND SCOPE OF
FUTURE WORK
We have implemented an initial prototype of the
SHNM system as a tool to understand what exactly goes
on in a home network. Our prototype design is based
upon an Intel based system running Windows 7 Home
Premium Edition as the operating system. Further a
software called CCProxy is also installed to handle
multiple connections( both wired and wireless)
simultaenously. Internet is accessed through high speed
EVDO technology being provided by BSNL.
Our SHNM system hardware has an Intel based
system consisting of a Core i3-350M , 2.26 GHz
processor, 3 GB RAM ,500 GB hard disk drive, 2
ethernet
ports
and
support
for
Wireless
LAN(802.11b/g/n). Default configuration restricts the
commencement of an Internet session from inside the
house only. The SHNM features are primarily being
provided by an open source packet monitoring tool
called Wireshark that has been customized as per our
requirement.

Thus the only solution that can be provided is to
keep the SHNM System within the premises of a
household only and to let the user of such a smart home
network make a choice about which information is to be
shared and which is to be not. Although it might sound
to be a conservative approach, but right at this point of
time it is the only best possible alternative available.
Signing of a customer agreement form between the
service provider and the customer may also be feasible
solution.

Monitoring of packets by Wireshark is being done
at the application, transport, network and data-link layer
levels. A certain region in the hard disk drive has been
reserved as the data storage and housekeeping block
wherein all the packets that are being captured are
stored. Certain rules have been developed that are
applied to this section so that the stored packets are
seggregated into the General-Purpose subevent,
Interesting subevent and Unsusual subevent block.

The concept of automatic operating system software
updates will work well with the SHNM system too
given their widespread acceptance. In that case the
SHNM system which is present in the household would
regulary contact a centralized server of the service
provider providing the SHNM service and keep the
smart home network up to date.
ii) Storage Limitations- The problem of limited storage
space is a very important one. The configuration that we
used to test the system consisted of a modest 320 GB
hard disk drive. Experiments revealed that for a full day
of heavy Internet usage (consisting of 3 movie
downloads, browsing the Internet and some e-mail
exchanges) roughly 3 GB of disk space was utilized for
storing the necessary records. This combined with the
live streaming features being used on the HDTV’s took

The algorithm that has been formulated to be the
rule engine is fairly simple and has its base on the
application layer and data-link layer only of the TCP/IP
model.
As the utility of the SHNM System depends
primarily on the recorded data, we investigate the
reliability of the Wireshark software to capture the
packet events. Experiments were carried out on 3
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different hosts in the home to simulate conditions of
low, medium and heavy loading conditions. All the tests
were carried out for a time span of 1 hour and the
percantage of packet loss was calculated. Light loading
condition consisted of a music video download and
general surfing of the websites. Medium loading
condition consisted of 2 torrent downloads( total file
size >= 1GB) followed by the normal website surfing.
Heavy loading condition consisted of 6 torrent
downloads ( file size >=5 GB), online video streaming
using YouTube, video conferencing for 20 minutes
using Skype apart from the normal website surfing.

In the near future we expect to improve the capabilities
of our prototype so that it can capture all the network
events that have been described earlier. We strongly
have an intution that the techniques used by any
Intrusion Detection System can be extended to our
SHNM system also and so we intend to judiciously mix
the functionalities of both. We also have a vision to
build up an Extensive Data Search Engine that will have
intelligence of its own to detect the causes of home
network disruption.
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Abstract - The proposed work is part of a project that aims for the control of a mouse based on hand gesture recognition. This goal
implies the restriction of real-time response and unconstrained environments. This is basically a vision based skin-colour
segmentation method for moving hand in real time application [3].
This algorithm is based on three main steps: hand segmentation, hand tracking and gesture recognition from hand features. For the
hand segmentation step we use the colour cue due to the characteristic colour values of human [1].


I.

INTRODUCTION

II. HAND SEGMENTATION

Nowadays, the majority of the human-computer
interaction (HCI) is based on mechanical devices such
as keyboards, mouse, joysticks or gamepads. In recent
years there has been a growing interest in a class of
methods based on computational vision due to its ability
to recognise human gestures in a natural way .These
methods use as input the images acquired from a camera
or from a stereo pair of cameras. The main goal of these
algorithms is to measure the hand configuration in each
time instant. Our application uses images from a lowcost web camera placed in front of the hand.

The hand must be localized in the image and
segmented from the background before recognition.
Colour is the selected cue because of its computational
simplicity, its invariant properties regarding to the hand
shape configurations and due to the human skin-colour
characteristic values. Also, the assumption that colour
can be used as a cue to detect faces and hands has been
proved in several publications. For our application, the
hand segmentation has been carried out using a low
computational cost method that performs well in real
time.

The hand must be localized in the image and
segmented from the background before recognition. The
pixels are selected from the hand. The selected pixels
are transformed from the RGB-space to the HSL-space
for taking the Chroma information: hue and saturation.

We have encountered two problems in this step that
have been solved in a pre-processing phase. The first
one is that human skin hue values are very near to red
colour, that is, their value is very close to 2ʌ radians, so
it is difficult to learn the distribution due to the hue
angular nature that can produce samples on both limits.
To solve this inconvenience the hue values are rotated ʌ
radians. The second problem in using HSL-space is
when the saturation values are close to 0, because then
the hue is unstable and can cause false detections. This
can be avoided discarding saturation values near 0[4].
Another problem to hand segmentation is the number
hand movements. Hand is allowed to move around 360
degree which makes it difficult for the camera to capture
every single frame. For the capturing the sensitivity of
the program has to be increased as per the hand
movements.

The hands are recognized by the computer using the
skin colour as one of the basic features for the hand
recognition. The important feature is the accurate
segmentation of hands [3].

Figure 1: Configuration for the hand Recognition.
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III. TRACKING
USB cameras are known for the low quality images
they produce. This fact can cause errors in the hand
segmentation process. In order to make the application
robust to these segmentation errors we add a tracking
algorithm. This algorithm tries to maintain and
propagate the hand state over time [5].
IV. GESTURE RECOGNITION
Our gesture alphabet consists in four hand gestures
and four hand directions in order to fulfil the
application’s requirements. The hand gestures
correspond to a fully opened hand (with separated
fingers), an opened hand with fingers together, a fist and
the last gesture appears when the hand is not visible, in
part or completely, in the camera’s field of view. These
gestures are defined as Start, Move, Stop and the NoHand gesture respectively. Also, when the user is in the
Move gesture, he can carry out a Left, Right, Front and
Back movements. For the Left and Right movements, the
user will rotate his wrist to the left or right. For the

Figure 2: Hand Gestures
V. CONVERSION OF IMAGE
The image captured by the web cam is converted
into the grayscale. The conversion of image into the
grayscale is done for the reduction in the size of the
image. The reduction helps in the better processing of
the image [5].

Front and Back movements, the hand will get closer
to or further of the camera. Finally, the valid hand
gesture transitions that the user can carry out.
The process of gesture recognition starts when the
hand’s user is placed in front of the camera field of view
and the hand is in the Start gesture, that is, the hand
fully opened with separated fingers [5].
The image is captured by the web camera and the
count of number of fingers is shown by the program
code. The count of fingers can help in controlling the
mouse movements. For instance count of 2 can guide
the mouse to stop. Count of 3 can guide the mouse for
movement [3].

Figure 3: Conversion to Grayscale
VI. MATHEMATICAL MORPHOLOGY
Mathematical morphology is a theory and technique
for the analysis and processing of geometrical
structures, based on set theory, lattice theory, topology,
and random functions.

For better count the hand has to be kept stationery
so that the web can capture the frame for the proper
count and movement of the mouse. As around 360
degree hand movement is possible, the hand to be in
proper mode under proper light conditions so that count
can be maintained properly.

Mathematical morphology is applied to the hands
for the analysis of the hands. Binary morphology is
applied to the hands [6].

The main method of recognizing the hand is by
detecting the skin colour of the hand. Proper colour
spacing is used to detect the skin colour. Colour Spacing
used are RCB

Binary Morphology: - In binary morphology, an
image is viewed as a subset of an Euclidean space Rd or
the integer grid Zd, for some dimension d.
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The dilation of the dark-blue square by a disk,
resulting in the light-blue square with rounded corners.

Structuring elements: - The basic idea in binary
morphology is to probe an image with a simple, predefined shape, drawing conclusions on how this shape
fits or misses the shapes in the image. This simple
"probe" is called structuring element, and is itself a
binary image (i.e., a subset of the space or grid).

The dilation of A by the structuring element B is defined
by:

Basic Operators [6]: The dilation is commutative, also given by:

Erosion

If B has a center on the origin, as before, then the
dilation of A by B can be understood as the locus of the
points covered by B when the center of B moves inside
A. In the above example, the dilation of the square of
side 10 by the disk of radius 2 is a square of side 14,
with rounded corners, centered at the origin. The radius
of the rounded corners is 2.
The dilation can also be obtained by: Figure 4: Erosion
where Bs denotes the symmetric of B, that is,

The erosion of the dark-blue square by a disk,
resulting in the light-blue square.
The erosion of the binary image A by the
structuring element B is defined by:

Opening

Where Bz is the translation of B by the vector z,

When the structuring element B has a center (e.g., B
is a disk or a square), and this center is located on the
origin of E, then the erosion of A by B can be
understood as the locus of points reached by the center
of B when B moves inside A. For example, the erosion
of a square of side 10, centered at the origin, by a disc of
radius 2, also centered at the origin, is a square of side 6
centered at the origin.

Figure 6: Opening
The opening of the dark-blue square by a disk,
resulting in the light-blue square with round corners.

The erosion of A by B is also given by the expression:

The opening of A by B is obtained by the erosion of
A by B, followed by dilation of the resulting image by B:

Dilation

The opening is also given by:

which means that it is the locus of translations of
the structuring element B inside the image A. In the case

Figure 5: Dilation
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of the square of radius 10, and a disc of radius 2 as the
structuring element, the opening is a square of radius 10
with rounded corners, where the corner radius is 2.
Closing

Figure 8: Formation of Convex Hull
For planar objects, i.e., lying in the plane, the
convex hull may be easily visualized by imagining an
elastic band stretched open to encompass the given
object; when released, it will assume the shape of the
required convex hull.

Figure 7: Closing
The closing of the dark-blue shape (union of two
squares) by a disk, resulting in the union of the darkblue shape and the light-blue areas.

It may seem natural to generalise this picture to
higher dimensions by imagining the objects enveloped
in a sort of idealised unpressurised elastic membrane or
balloon under tension. However, the equilibrium
(minimum-energy) surface in this case may not be the
convex hull — parts of the resulting surface may have
negative curvature, like a saddle surface. For the case of
points in 3-dimensional space, if a rigid wire is first
placed between each pair of points, then the balloon will
spring back under tension to take the form of the convex
hull of the points [7].

The closing of A by B is obtained by the dilation of
A by B, followed by erosion of the resulting structure by
B:

The closing can also be obtained by

With all these steps the hand is detected and
recognised by the web camera.

Where Xc denotes he complement of X relative
to E (that is,

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a real-time
algorithm to track and recognise hand gestures for
human computer interaction. We have proposed the
methods to detect hand segmentation, hand tracking and
gesture recognition from extracted hand features. The
experiments have confirmed that the low cost web cam
with low resolution is better for the capturing of the
images [2].

The above means that the closing is the complement
of the locus of translations of the symmetric of the
structuring element outside the image A.
VII. FORMATION OF CONVEX HULL
In mathematics, the convex hull or convex envelope
for a set of points X in a real vector space V is the
minimal convex set containing X.

We have also seen that the images captured cannot
be absolutely perfect. The hand segmentation has to be
fixed at a particular point in order to get the better image
of the hand segmentation [1].

In computational geometry, a basic problem is
finding the convex hull for a given finite nonempty set
of points in the plane. It is common to use the term
"convex hull" for the boundary of that set, which is a
convex polygon, except in the degenerate case that
points are collinear. The convex hull is then typically
represented by a sequence of the vertices of the line
segments forming the boundary of the polygon, ordered
along that boundary [7]

We can get the proper segmentation by capturing
the image again and again so as to get the proper idea of
surrounding. By using again and again we can test that
in which light conditions we get the better images of the
hand.
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Abstract - This paper contains measurement of information function h(p) = -c log kp. As p tends to zero then the quantity of
information is large and p tends to one then there is no information causes, when k is one. Also properties for monotonicity,
additivity, grouping and inference are stated in the theorems. A case study on the application level is discussed in this paper.
Key Terms: monotonicity,additivity,grouping,inference.


I.

Hence more uncertainty prior to the arrival of a
message, implies the largest amount of information
conveyed.

INTRODUCTION

In this information measurement function
h(p) = -c log kp, we observe that as p tends to zero then
the quantity of information is large and this large
number of information causes larger amount of
uncertainty because the measurement of uncertainty
involves with the measurement of probability
distribution. To obtain expected information from a pool
of information one has to design an uncertainty function
and then he has to up date this function by examining
some of the properties like monotonicity, additivity,
grouping of the information with the others.

II. INFORMATION MEASUREMENT
TECHNIQUES:
Suppose p the probability measure of the
occurrence of an event E. Suppose the message
“Occurrence of E” is obtained. Then the quantity of
information conveyed in this message is log p. If p is
close to one (say p=0.95),then message conveyed very
little amount of information, because it is almost all
determine that the occurrence of the event E. On the
other hand if p closes to zero (say p=0.1), then it almost
certain that E will not occur and consequently the
message stating its occurrence is quite unexpected and
hence contains a greater deal of information.

Let
X(x1,x2,…xm) and Y(y1,y2,…yn) be two
information sources and these can be modeled as two
random variables with the probability distribution




P(p(x1)= ǡ p(x2)= ǡ… p(xm)= ) and Q(p(y1)= ǡ












p(y2)= ǡ… p(yn)= ) respectively. Where k, m and n are


non negative integers.

III. CHARACTERISTIC OF UNCERTAINTY
FUNCTION:

Then the average uncertainty function f associated
with the information X(x1,x2,…xm) is defined as follows








H(p1,p2,…pm)=H ( ǡ ǡ ǥ )= f ( ) = -σm
i=1 log kpi








The characteristic of uncertainty function satisfies
the properties such as monotonicity, additivity and
grouping.The following theorem explains this fact.

.

Theorem 3.1

The above formulation of the uncertainty function
obeys the properties of the entropy function because the
uncertainty arises prior to the arrival of message,
whereas the expected information entropy occurred after
the arrival of the message









The function H(p1,p2,…pm)=H ( ǡ ǡ ǥ )= f ( )
 


m
=-σi=1 log kpi satisfies monotonicity, additivity and
grouping the positive parameter k and the arbitrary
constant c.

H(p1,p2,…pm)= -σm
i=1 log pi
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Proof:

Proof:

Monotonicity: This means the probability density

is the average
function f(p) is monotonic. If p1=

Consider the following equations



l= - log kp for k>0 and p ɽ (0,1]…(3.4)



probability then the function H(p)= f ( ) is

monotonically increasing in the other word, for m<m’,


f(m)<f(m’). It is obviously true , because  => 







ƍ

l1= -log kp1Ùe-l1 = kp1 …(3.5)
l2= -log kp2Ùe-l2 = kp2 …(3.6)
The right hand side of the equations 3.4 and 3.5 can
be expressed as the function of g such that h(kpi) = h(el
i) = g(li) for i=1,2 …(3.7)



log ( ) > -log ( ) and f ( ) = -log ( )
ƍ



Additivity: This can be verified by proving the relation


f (( )r) = r f ( ) for r, m and k 0. Using method of


induction, for r=2 the result is obvious, that means f




(( )2) = f ( ) + f ( )=2 f ( ). Suppose the expression is












And this is the solution of the differential equation
ௗ

true for r=n-1, that means f (( )(n-1)) = (n-1) f ( ). This









 (n-1)



implies f (( )n) = f ( ). f (( )(n-1)) = f ( ) + f (( )










f ( )+ (n-1) f ( )= nf ( ).










Grouping: Let f ( ) = c log










)=

Thus we can rewrite it as either G(x,l) = x- e-l or
G(x,l) = l+ log x. if l1 & l2 are two inferences of certain
information then

, for k = m,2m,3m…

G(x1.x2,l1+l2) = G(x1,l1) + G(x2,l2) …(3.8)

For positive integer t>2,f(t-1)=c log (t-1) for k=(t-1)m
and c>0.
tl  2r  tl+1 for some 0 < l ɽ R

For k  0, l1=l2 =0, then x1=x2 and
G(ݔଵଶ ,0)=2G(x1,0)

… (3.1)





ሺଶሻ
ሺ௧ሻ

)(

ାଵ


)

equation (3.4) become





ଵ

௧

ାଵ

)(



)

ሺଶሻ
ሺ௧ሻ

)-(

ଵ

௧

ሺଶሻ

Ö (

ሺ௧ሻ

ଶ

Thus we can obtained a generating function for the
function G(x,1). In the similar way one can verify the
function G(x,1) is decreasing.

….(3.3)

That means G(x1,l1) > G(x2,l2) for 0<p11, Thus this
establishes the theorem 3.2.

)0

)-(

ଵ

IV. APPLICATION : INFORMATION FLUCTUATION
AND DAMPING.

௧

)=0

ௗ



Ö f ( ) = c log





This establishes the proof of the theorem 3.1.
Axiom 3.1:
The amount of information can be quantified as the
function of the probability measure of an event that is
involved with that function.
Theorem 3.2:
characterization)

(Measurement

of

ଵ

ௗ

( ) + ( ) =0 =>k= -x is the mathematical formula for
ௗ௫
௫
ௗ௫
information fluctuation. If one desire to select any
information from the pool of information data then the
primary assumption is that the selection of information
are equally likely. The secondary task is to frequently
subdivide the range space that is associated with the
pool of information data into to mutually exclusive
groups .Then the probability of selecting any group for
the next search is  , for j=1,2. The sample set of the
probability measure  is either ݏଵ ={1,2,3,…,r}
orݏଶ ={1,2,3…m}, r൏ m.

Ö f(t) = f(2)log t = c log t for c = f(2)


then

ଵ

Subtracting the inequality (3.3)from the inequality (3.2)
0(

ଵ

ଶ

L = log 2 = 1 and G(x,1)= 1+log 0.

….(3.2)

Taking logarithm function over base 2 to the inequality
(3.1) we get l log t  r  (l+1) log t
( )(

…(3.9)

If the parameter k is assumed as k =

Thus f(tl) f(2r ) f(tl+1) => lf(t) rf(2 ) (l+1)f(t) and
consequently
( )(

ଵ

( ) + ( ) = 0,where x=kp. Moreover l= -c log kp for c
௫
ௗ௫
& k0 and p ɽ (0,1] is also a solution of the stated
differential equation.

information

The function h(p)= -c log kp, satisfies Axiom 3.1
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2.

V. CONCLUSION:The Measurement of information is play a vital rule
in the world information system. The properties has
been discussed in this paper should give better
clarification in the information measurement technique
.This paper will help to be studied my theoretical
problems in near future.
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Abstract - Mobile WiMAX is expected to be the next generation radio-interface, complementing WLAN and challenging
EVDO/HSPA/LTE. High speed data rate, reduced latency, better Quality of service, and mobility can allow WiMAX to meet the
rapidly growing demand of the users. A study of WiMAX Radio Network Planning (RNP) for an urban area like Dhaka city in
Bangladesh is presented in this paper in order to help predetermine the radio access infrastructure requirements. A suitable radio
planning tool has been used for this purpose. The simulation results of throughput and Carrier to Interference plus Noise Ratio
(CINR) are provided.
Key words - WiMAX; Network Dimensioning; Radio Network Planning; CINR.


I.

capacity estimation, determination of hardware
configuration and equipment at different interfaces. The
link budget determines the maximum cell radius for a
given level of reliability. The result of this step depends
on the propagation model used. With a rough estimate
of the cell size and BS count, verification of coverage
analysis is carried out for the required capacity.

INTRODUCTION

This paper addresses the radio access network
requirement for new deployment of WiMAX in a
metropolitan area like Dhaka in Bangladesh based on
the IEEE 802.16e air interface standards. The most
important technical and business goal of radio access
network is efficiently providing coverage and capacity,
while avoiding the build-out of a large number of new
base stations. This paper will focus on radio planning
issues for new deployment of a cost-effective WiMAX
radio access infrastructure using spectrum in the 3.3
GHz frequency bands. Current WiMAX deployments
operate at 2.3 GHz in Bangladesh but 3.3 GHz is a
likely carrier frequency for future spectrum allocation
for WiMAX in Bangladesh. The paper organization is as
follows: network dimensioning is explained in Section
ȱȱ; the detailedradio network planning is described in
Section ȱȱȱ; the simulation results for radio network
planning are presented in Section ȱV; finally, the
conclusions are highlighted in Section V.

The area of Dhaka city is approximately 1463 sqkm. This includes some areas where there are no
dwellers (e.g. ditches). Also, in some areas, the number
of potential users is not significantly high (e.g. slum
areas). The estimated total coverage area can be 70% of
the whole area, which is 1028 sq-km.
The total population of Dhaka city is approximately
15 million. A great numbers of the dwellers in Dhaka do
not require access to internet facilities. The estimated
number of target subscribers in first few years for a new
operator can be about 1% of the whole population in
Dhaka. The current operators claim to support about 100
thousand subscribers. The subscribers can be grouped
based on their locations around main roads, secondary
roads, small streets, railways and airports. The
subscribers can also be classified based on their
predominant data transfer in downlink, in uplink or in
both downlink and uplink. Thus, the target subscribers
are estimated as shown in Table ȱ.

ȱȱ. NETWORK DIMENSIONING
Network dimensioning is the initial step of radio
network planning for deployment of any generation
technology. The target of network dimensioning is to
estimate the number of required Base Stations (BSs) for
the area of interest. The network dimensioning activities
include radio link budget and coverage analysis, cell
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overbooking factor 20, the number of total users under a
BS can be 90 × 20 = 1800. Thus, the required number
BS can be estimated as 142220/1800 § 79.

TABLE I. NUMBER OF SUBSCRIBERS FOR
DIFFERENT CLASSES

B. Dimensioning for Target Coverage

No. of users
Area
Main
roads
Secondary
roads
Small
Streets
Airport
Railways
Total

DL

UL

DL+UL

Total

2857

747

268

3872

13804

3247

1393

18444

87628

21201

9157

118986

684

153

69

906

6

5

1

12

10497
9

25353

10888

142220

Dimensioning for target coverage includes radio
link budget and coverage analysis in both downlink and
uplink. A link budget is developed assuming potential
values for different parameters as shown in Table 3. The
Maximum Allowable Path Loss (MAPL) is calculated
based on the required CINR level at the receiver. The
minimum of the maximum path losses in uplink and
downlink is converted into cell radius, by using a
propagation model appropriate to the deployment area.
TABLE ȱȱȱ. RADIO LINK BUDGET
Parameters
Transmit power
No of
transmitting
antenna
Transmitter
antenna gain
Transmitter
losses
Effective
Isotropic
Radiated Power
(EIRP)
Channel
bandwidth
No of sub
channels
Receiver noise
level
CINR
Macro diversity
Gain
Sub
channelization
Gain
Receiver
sensitivity (dBm )
Receiver antenna
gain

The assumptions for link budget calculation are shown
in Table ȱȱȱ. Other assumptions are shown in Table ȱȱ.
TABLE ȱI. CERTAIN ASSUMED PARAMETER
VALUES
Parameters
Carrier
frequency

Value
3.3 GHz

Bandwidth
in a sector

10 MHz

Frequency
Reuse Ratio

1

Scheduling
Algorithm

Proportional
fair

Parameters
Throughput
per
user
Overbooking
Factor
No. of
antennas
at BS
No. of
antennas
at CPE

Value
512
kbps
20
2

1

Rough estimates of the required number of BSs have
been calculated to meet certain target capacity and target
coverage for DHAKA city. The cell range and BS
configurations have also been estimated. All these
estimates have been later used as a baseline for detailed
radio planning.

System gain

A. Dimensioning for Target Capacity

Shadow -fade
Margin
Building
penetration
losses

The capacity of a given network is measured in
terms of the subscribers or the traffic load that it can
handle. The former requires knowledge of the number of
the subscribers and the types of their usage.
The estimated cell throughput for 10MHz
bandwidth is 15Mbps. The assumed throughput per user
is 512 kbps. Then the cell size should be such that it
supports
15Mbps/512
kbps=30
active
users
simultaneously. Thus, a BS supports 90 active users. For

Downlink

Uplink

Notes

49 dBm

30 dBm

A1

2

1

A2

18 dBi

0 dBi

A4

3.0 dB

0 dB

A5

30 dB

A6=A1 + 10
log10 (A2)A3+ A4 -A5

10 MHz

10
MHz

A7

16

16

A8

-104
dBm
8 dB

-104
dBm
6 dB

A9=-174+ 10
log10(A7*1e6)
A10

0 dB

0 dB

A11

12 dB

A12 = 10
log10(A8)

-110

A13=A9+A10
+ A11-A12

67 dB

0 dB
-96
0 dBi

18 dBi

A14

163 dB

158 dB

A15=A6 –A13
+A14

8.5 dB

8.5 dB

A16

0 dB

0 dB

Path Loss

154.5dB

149.5
dB

Coverage range,
d

3.17 km
(1.97
miles)

2.34 km
(1.45
miles)

A17 ;
Assuming
single wall
A18=A15A16- A17
Assuming
Sakagami
extended
model
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distribution around BSs for a small area are shown in
Fig.2 and Fig.3 respectively. As demonstrated,
satisfactory coverage quality has been achieved for the
presented network setup.

The minimum between downlink and uplink
coverage ranges, d = 2.34 km is considered as the cell
radius. The hexagonal cell site area is then calculated as,
3d2× sin(ʌ/3) = 14.22 sq-km. The required number of
BS can be estimated as, 1028/14.22 § 72. As a densely
populated city, it is thus found that Dhaka requires little
more number of BSs to fulfill capacity requirements
than what is required for coverage requirements.

The Signal Level over the whole Dhaka city is
demonstrated in Fig.4 using histogram. It may be noted
that almost three-fourth of the whole Dhaka city have
satisfactory coverage while subscribers are not prevalent
everywhere .This histogram depicts signal level
exceeding -90 dBm for pretty large amount area as
shown by the end portion of the histogram. This
confirms the achievement of good coverage quality.

ȱȱȱ. DETAILED RADIO NETWORK PLANNING
ATOLL, a Radio Network Planning (RNP) tool
from FORSK has been used in the detailed radio
network planning step. A digital map for Dhaka city is
used which incorporates the terrain properties. The
results from network dimensioning have been taken into
account as initial estimation for number of BSs in order
to meet capacity and coverage requirements. The
location of BS sites, transmit power, antenna height,
number of sectors, azimuth and down tilt have been
carefully chosen based on results from dimensioning,
terrain, subscriber densities, building densities, typical
building heights, foliage, interference from neighboring
cells and so forth. The number of BSs, their locations
and BS configuration parameters are then adjusted
through a good number of iterative simulations for
optimum performance in terms of both coverage and
throughput. This was a long manual process. This led to
the establishment of 75 BSs in total in Dhaka with
transmit power and antenna height configurations as
shown in Fig.1. The frequencies of 10 MHz bandwidth
have been allocated to sectors using automatic
frequency planning feature. Preamble indexes have also
been allocated using automatic allocation feature.

Fig. 2 : Coverage Signal level distribution around BS

Fig. 3 : Downlink CINR distribution around BS
The CINR distribution over the whole Dhaka city is
demonstrated in Fig.5 using histogram. Since almost
one-fourth of the whole Dhaka city is left out of
coverage based on the presence of very few or no
subscribers, this histogram leaves low CINR for a good
amount of area. However, CINR exceeding 30 dBm
exists for pretty large amount area as shown by the
sharp rise at the end of the histogram. This confirms the
achievement of good CINR quality.

Fig. 1: Transmit power and antenna height vs. BS counts
ȱV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulation results from the radio planning for
Dhaka using ATOLL are presented in this section.
Coverage by Signal level and Downlink CINR
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The downlink throughput distribution over the
whole Dhaka city is demonstrated in Fig.7 using
histogram. It may be noted that the data rate is higher
than 4 Mbps for most areas and it is higher than 9 Mbps
for a large amount of area. This depicts the achievement
of a satisfactory data rate for the users.

Fig.4 : Histogram showing area versus DL Signal Level

Fig. 7 : Histogram showing area versus downlink
throughput
A sample downlink link budget at a cell edge
location, generated by Atoll, is shown in Fig.8. This
demonstrates that the presumed or target link budget
condition shown in Table ȱȱȱ conforms pretty well to the
simulated results.

Fig. 5 : Histogram showing area versus DL CINR
The downlink throughput distribution around BSs
over the whole Dhaka city area is shown in Fig.6. As
demonstrated, satisfactory data rate has been achieved
for the presented network setup.

Fig. 8 : Sample link budget at a cell edge location for
downlink

Fig. 6 : Overall throughput variation around BSs and
distribution of subscribers.
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V. CONCLUSION
Radio network planning for new WiMAX
deployment in Dhaka, Bangladesh has been performed.
The simulation results show that satisfactory
performance has been achieved in terms of coverage and
throughput. The BS configurations presented in Section
II and Fig.1 indicate radio access requirement for such a
WiMAX deployment. This requirement analysis can
function as a guideline for a new operator to meet the
demand of the subscribers. It can help perform cost
analysis and consider relevant issues at the outset. Of
course, the operator can consider significant variations
from the radio access infrastructure presented in this
paper in order to support different number of subscribers
or to bring about variations in target KPIs or
configurations, but nevertheless, this analysis can help
as a baseline.
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The Study of Detecting Replicate Documents
Using MD5 Hash Function
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Abstract - A great deal of the Web is replicate or near- replicate content. Documents may be served in different formats: HTML,
PDF, Text for different audiences. Documents may get mirrored to avoid delays or to provide fault tolerance. Algorithms for
detecting replicate documents are critical in applications where data is obtained from multiple sources. The removal of replicate
documents is necessary, not only to reduce runtime, but also to improve search accuracy. Today, search engine crawlers are
retrieving billions of unique URL’s, of which hundreds of millions are replicates of some form. Thus, quickly identifying replicate
detection expedites indexing and searching. One vendor’s analysis of 1.2 billion URL’s resulted in 400 million exact replicates
found with a MD5 hash. Reducing the collection sizes by tens of percentage points results in great savings in indexing time and a
reduction in the amount of hardware required to support the system. Last and probably more significant, users benefit by eliminating
replicate results. By efficiently presenting only unique documents, user satisfaction is likely to increase.
Key words - unique documents, detecting replicate, replication, search engine.


I.

retrieval engines. Storing replicate documents affects both
the accuracy and efficiency of the search engine.
Retrieving replicate documents in response to a user’s
query clearly lowers the number of valid responses
provided to the user, hence lowering the accuracy of the
user’s response set. Furthermore, processing replicates
necessitates additional computation

INTRODUCTION

The definition of what constitutes a replicate has
somewhat different interpretations. For instance, some
define a replicate as having the exact syntactic terms and
sequence, whether having formatting differences or not.
In effect, there are either no difference or only formatting
differences and the contents of the data are exactly the
same. In any case, data replication happens all the time.
In large data warehouses, data replication is an inevitable
phenomenon as millions of data are gathered at very short
intervals.

Replicates are abundant in short text databases. For
example, popular mobile phone messages may be
forwarded by millions of people, and millions of people
may express their opinions on the same hot topic by
mobile phone messages. In our investigation on mobile
phone short messages, more than 40% short messages
have at least one exact replicate. An even larger
proportion of short messages are near-replicates.
Detecting and eliminating these replicate short messages
is of great importance for other short text processing,
such as short text clustering, short text opinion mining,
short text topic detection and tracking, short message
community uncovering. Exact replicate short texts are
easy to identify by standard hashing schemes. Informal
abbreviations without introducing any additional benefit.
Hence, the processing efficiency of the user’s query is
lowered. A problem introduced by the indexing of
replicate documents is potentially skewed collection
statistics. Collection statistics are often used as part of the
similarity computation of a query to a document. Hence,
the biasing of collection statistics may affect the overall
precision of the entire system.

Data warehouse involves a process called ETL which
stands for extract, transform and load. During the
extraction phase, multitudes of data come to the data
warehouse from several sources and the system behind
the warehouse consolidates the data so each separate
system format will be read consistently by the data
consumers of the warehouse. Data portals are
everywhere. The tremendous growth of the Internet has
spurred the existence of data portals for nearly every
topic. Some of these portals are of general interest; some
are highly domain specific. Independent of the focus, the
vast majority of the portals obtain data, loosely called
documents, from multiple sources [1]. Obtaining data
from multiple input sources typically results in
replication. The detection of replicate documents within a
collection has recently become an area of great interest
[2] and is the focus of our described effort.
Typically, inverted indexes are used to support
efficient query processing in information search and

Simply put, not only is a given user’s performance
compromised by the existence of replicates, but also the
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therefore an important part of assuring and improving the
quality of geospatial data, as recommended by the US
Federal Standard [9].

overall retrieval accuracy of the engine is jeopardized.
The definition of what constitutes a replicate is unclear.
For instance, a replicate can be defined as the exact
syntactic terms, without formatting differences.
Throughout our efforts however, we adhere to the
definition previously referred to as a measure of
resemblance [3]. The general notion is that if a document
contains roughly the same semantic content it is a
replicate whether or not it is a precise syntactic match.
When searching web documents, one might think that, at
least, matching URL’s would identify exact matches.
However, many web sites use dynamic presentation
wherein the content changes depending on the region or
other variables. In addition, data providers often create
several names for one site in an attempt to attract users
with different interests or perspectives. For instance,
Fox4, Onsale-Channel-9, and Real-TV all point to an
advertisement for real TV.

The identification of exact replicate documents in the
Reuters collection was the primary goal of Sanderson
[10]. The method utilized correctly identified 320 pairs
and only failing to find four, thus proving its
effectiveness. In the creation of this detection method,
they found a number of other replicate document types
such as expanded documents, corrected documents, and
template documents.
The efficient computation of the overlap between all
pairs of web documents was considered by Shivakumar et
al. [11]. The improvement of web crawlers, web archivers
the presentation of search results, among others can be
aided by this information. The statistics on how common
replication is on the web was reported. In addition, the
statistics on the cost of computing the above information
for a relatively large subset of the web about 24 million
web pages which correspond to about 150 gigabytes of
textual information was presented.

Some forms of replicated content, such as those
appearing in publications of conference proceedings,
important updates to studies, confirmation of contested
results in controversial studies, and translations of
important findings, may no doubt be beneficial to the
scientific community. Replication is seen as unethical
when the primary intent is to deceive peers, supervisors,
and/or journal editors with false claims of novel data.
Given the large number of papers published annually, the
large diversity of journals with overlapping interests in
which to publish, and the uneven access to journal
publication content, it is not unreasonable to assume that
the discovery of such replication is rare [4]. The recent
development of algorithmic methods to systematically
process published literature and identify instances of
replicated/plagiarized text as accurately as possible
should serve as an effective deterrent to authors
considering this dubious path. Unfortunately, the methods
in place now have a very limited reach, and are confined
to abstracts and titles only.

Many organizations archiving the World Wide Web
show more importance in topics dealing with documents
that remain unchanged between harvesting rounds. Some
of the key problems in dealing with this have been
discussed by Sigurðsson [12].Subsequently, a simple, but
effective way of managing at least a part of it has been
summarized which the popular web crawler Heritrix [14]
employed in the form of an add-on module. They
discussed the limitations and some of the work
necessitating improvement in handling replicates, in
conclusion.
Theobald et al. [13] proved that SpotSigs provide
both increased robustness of signatures as well as highly
efficient replication compared to various state-of-the-art
approaches. It was demonstrated that simple vector-length
comparisons may already yield a very good partitioning
condition to circumvent the otherwise quadratic runtime
behavior for this family of clustering algorithms, for a
reasonable range of similarity thresholds. Additionally,
the SpotSigs replication algorithm runs “right out of the
box" without the need for further tuning, while remaining
exact and efficient, which is dissimilar to other
approaches based on hashing. Provided that there is an
effective means of bounding the similarity of two
documents by a single property such as document or
signature length, the SpotSigs matcher can easily be
generalized toward more generic similarity search in
metric spaces.

Replicates: where they come from. One of the main
problems with the existing geospatial databases is that
they are known to contain many replicate points (e.g., [6]
[7], [8]). The main reason why geospatial databases
contain replicates is that the databases are rarely formed
completely .from scratch., and instead are built by
combining measurements from numerous sources. Since
some measurements are represented in the data from
several of the sources, we get replicate records.
Why replicates are a problem. Replicate values can
corrupt the results of statistical data processing and
analysis. For example, when instead of a single (actual)
measurement result, we see several measurement results
confirming each other, and we may get an erroneous
impression that this measurement result is more reliable
than it actually is. Detecting and eliminating replicates is
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digital signature algorithm that provides 128 bits of
security, then that signature algorithm may require the use
of a secure hash algorithm that also provides 128 bits of
security (e.g., SHA-256).

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Recently, the detection of replicate and near
replicate web documents has gained popularity in web
mining research community. This survey extents and
merges a wide range of works related to detection of
replicate and near replicate documents and web
documents. The detection techniques for identification
of replicate and near replicate documents, detection
algorithms, Web based tools and other researchers of
replicate and near replicate documents are reviewed in
the corresponding subsections.

Additionally, the four algorithms differ in terms of
the size of the blocks and words of data that are used
during hashing. Table 1 presents the basic properties of
all four secure hash algorithms.
Messag
e Size

Block
Size

(bits)

(bits)

SHA-1

<264

512

32

160

80

SHA-256

<264

512

32

256

128

SHA-384

<2128

1024

64

384

192

SHA-512

<2128

1024

64

512

256

Algorithm

III. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE
This standard specifies four secure hash algorithms,
SHA-1 [5], SHA-256, SHA-384, and SHA-512. All four
of the algorithms are iterative, one-way hash functions
that can process a message to produce a condensed
representation called a message digest. These algorithms
enable the determination of a message’s integrity: any
change to the message will, with a very high probability,
result in a different message digest. This property is
useful in the generation and verification of digital
signatures and message authentication codes, and in the
generation of random numbers (bits).

Wor Message Security
d
Digest
2
Size
Size
(bits)
(bits) (bits)

Table 1. Basic properties of all four secure hash
algorithms The performance numbers above were for a
single-threaded implementation on an Intel Core 2
1.83 GHz processor under Windows Vista in 32-bit
mode, and serve only as a rough point for general
comparison. [15].

In cryptography, SHA-1 is a cryptographic hash
function designed by the National Security Agency and
published by the NIST as a U.S. Federal Information
Processing Standard. SHA stands for "secure hash
algorithm". The three SHA algorithms are structured
differently and are distinguished as SHA-0, SHA-1, and
SHA-2. SHA-1 is very similar to SHA-0, but corrects an
error in the original SHA hash specification that led to
significant weaknesses. The SHA-0 algorithm was not
adopted by many applications. SHA-2 on the other hand
significantly differs from the SHA-1 hash function

This function rapidly compares large numbers of files
for identical content by computing the SHA-256 hash of
each file and detecting replicates. The probability of two
non-identical files having the same hash, even in a
hypothetical directory containing millions of files, is
exceedingly remote. Thus, since hashes rather than file
contents are compared, the process of detecting replicates
is greatly accelerated.
IV. TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Each algorithm can be described in two stages:
preprocessing and hash computation. Preprocessing
involves padding a message, parsing the padded message
into m-bit blocks, and setting initialization values to be
used in the hash computation. The hash computation
generates a message schedule from the padded message
and uses that schedule, along with functions, constants,
and word operations to iteratively generate a series of
hash values. The final hash value generated by the hash
computation is used to determine the message digest.

It is important to mention that this process does not
have to be sequential: if we have several processors, then
we can eliminate records in parallel, we just need to make
sure that if two record are replicates, e.g., r1 = r2, then
when one processor eliminates r1 the other one does not
eliminate r2.
To come up with a general algorithm for detecting
and eliminating replicates under uncertainty, let us _rst
consider an ideal case when there is no uncertainty, i.e.,
when replicate records ri = (xi; yi; di) and rj = (xj ; yj ; dj)
mean that the corresponding coordinates are equal: xi = xj
and yi = yj .

The four algorithms differ most significantly in the
number of bits of security that are provided for the data
being hashed – this is directly related to the message
digest length. When a secure hash algorithm is used in
conjunction with another algorithm, there may be
requirements specified elsewhere that require the use of a
secure hash algorithm with a certain number of bits of
security. For example, if a message is being signed with a

In this case, to eliminate replicates, we can do the
following. We _rst sort the records in lexicographic order,
so that ri goes before rj if either xi < xj , or (xi = xj and yi
· yj ). In this order, replicates are next to each other. So,
we _rst compare r1 with r2. If coordinates in r2 are
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identical to coordinates in r1, we eliminate r2 as a
replicate, and compare r1 with r3, etc. After the next
element is no longer a replicate, we take the next record
after r1 and do the same for it, etc.

This paper has been felt necessary when the work on
developing Replicate document detection is very hopeful,
and is still in promising status. This survey paper intends
to aid upcoming researchers in the field of Replicate
document detection in web crawling to understand the
available methods and help to perform their research in
further direction.

After each comparison, we either eliminate a record
as a replicate, or move to a next record. Since we only
have n records in the original database, we can move only
n steps to the right, and we can eliminate no more than n
records. Thus, totally, we need no more than 2n
comparison steps to complete our procedure.
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1.

For each record, compute the indices
pi = bxi=(C ¢ ")c; : : : ; qi = byi=(C ¢ ")c:

2. Sort the records in lexicographic order · by their
index vector ~pi = (pi; : : : ; qi). If several records have
the same index vector, check whether some are replicates
of one another, and delete the replicates. As a result, we
get an index-lexicographically ordered list of records:
r(1) · : : : · r(n0), where n0 · n.
3. For i from 1 to n, we compare the record r(i) with its
following immediate neighbors; if one of the following
immediate neighbors is a replicate to r(i), then we delete
this neighbor.
V. CONCLUSION
We proposed a new replicate document detection
algorithm called DRD and evaluated its performance
using multiple data collections. The document collections
used varied in size, degree of expected document
replication, and document lengths. In terms of human
usability, no similar document detection approach is
perfect. The ultimate determination of how similar a
document must be to be considered a replicate, relies on
human judgment. Therefore, any solution must be easy to
use. To support ease of use, all potential replicates should
be uniquely grouped together.
Therefore, any match in even a single results in a
potential replicate match indication. This results in the
scattering of potential replicates across many groupings,
and many false positive potential matches. DRD, in
contrast, treats a document in its entirety and maps all
potential replicate s into a single grouping. This reduces
the processing demands on the user.
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Abstract - We utilize Extrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) charts to optimize the power allocation in a multiuser CDMA system.
We investigate two methods to obtain the optimal power levels: the first minimizes the total power; the second minimizes the area
between the transfer curves of the interference canceller (IC) or turbo decoder. We show through simulation that the optimized
power levels allow for successful decoding of heavily loaded systems. The optimal decoding schedule is derived dynamically using
the power optimized EXIT chart and a Viterbi search algorithm. Dynamic scheduling is shown to be a more flexible approach which
results in a more stable QoS for a typical system configuration than one-shot scheduling, and large complexity savings over a
receiver without scheduling. We propose dynamic decoding schedule optimization to fix the problem, that is, on each iteration of the
receiver derive the optimal schedule to achieve a target bit error rate using a minimum number of turbo decoder iterations.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Algorithms are often developed and tested in
floating-point environments on GPPs in order to show
the achievable optimal performance. Besides shortest
development time, there are no requirements on, for
example, processing speed or power consumption, and
hence this platform is the best choice for the job.
However, speed or power constraints might require an
implementation in more or less specialized hardware.
This transition usually causes many degradations, for
example, reduced dynamic range caused by fixed-point
arithmetic, which on the other hand provides
tremendous reduction in implementation complexity.

The advantage of the turbo decoding algorithm for
parallel concatenated codes, a decade ago ranks among
the most significant breakthroughs in modern
communications in the past half century: a coding and
decoding procedure of reasonable computational
complexity was finally at hand offering performance
approaching the previously elusive Shannon limit,
which predicts reliable communications for all channel
capacity rates slightly in excess of the source entropy
rate. The practical success of the iterative turbo
decoding algorithm has inspired its adaptation to other
code classes, notably serially concatenated codes, and
has rekindled interest in low-density parity-check codes,
which give the definitive historical precedent in iterative
decoding. The serial concatenated configuration holds
particular interest for communication systems, since the
“inner encoder” of such a configuration can be given
more general interpretations, such as a “parasitic”
encoder induced by a convolutional channel or by the
spreading codes used in CDMA. The corresponding
iterative decoding algorithm can then be extended into
new arenas, giving rise to turbo equalization or turbo
CDMA, among doubtless other possibilities. Such
applications demonstrate the power of iterative
techniques which aim to jointly optimize receiver
components, compared to the traditional approach of
adapting such components independently of one
another.

II. CHANNEL CODING AND DECODING
This chapter deals with basics of channel coding
and its decoding algorithms. Following is a brief
description of the simple communication model that is
assumed in the sequel. This model also helps to
understand the purpose of channel coding. Then, two
popular coding approaches are discussed more
thoroughly: convolutional coding together with Graymapped signal constellations and set-partition coding.
Decoding algorithms are presented from their theoretical
background along with a basic complexity comparison.
Consider the block diagram of the simplified
communication system in Figure 2.1. It consists of an
information source (not explicitly drawn) that emits data
symbols {uk}. A channel encoder adds some form of
redundancy, possibly jointly optimized with the
modulator, to these symbols to yield the code symbol
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sequence {ck}, where ck denotes an Mary transmission
symbol. Linear modulation is assumed, that is,
modulation is based on a linear superposition of
(orthogonal) pulses. The signal sent over the channel is
therefore

communication system with a channel code of rate Rc =
1/2 per channel use and a 16-QAM constellation, that is,
M = 16 and J = 2, has a transmission rate of Rd = 1
bit/dimension.

For equiprobable signaling, the energy devoted to a
transmission symbol is expressed as

where w( ) is the pulse waveform and Ts is the symbol
time. The waveform channel adds uncorrelated noise
n(t) to the signal, which results in the waveform r(t) at
the receiver. For the remainder, the disturbance
introduced by the channel is assumed to be additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN). That is,

or, alternatively, the energy per data bit is

2.1 CHANNEL CODING:
A good channel code reduces the necessary Eb to
achieve the same BER over a noisy channel as an
uncoded transmission system of equal transmission rate
R < C. This reduction is referred to as coding gain. The
BER of many communication systems can be estimated
in closed form based on the union bound [78].
Essentially, BER depends on the two-signal error
probability, that is, the probability that one signal is
mistaken for another upon decoding, and the minimum
distance between signals. This probability resembles

The received waveform r(t) is demodulated to yield
a discrete sequence of (soft) values {yk}. Based on these
values, the channel decoder puts out an estimate {ˆuk}
for the data symbols {uk}.

where K is the number of signal pairs that lie at distance
dmin apart from each other and Q( ) is the complementary
error function defined as

Fig. 2.1: A simplified communication system.
According to Shannon [85], reliable communication
with arbitrarily low bit error rate (BER) in the AWGN
channel can be achieved for transmission rates below

In practice, BER is estimated by computer
simulations of the underlying communication model.
From Equation 2.3 the task of the channel code
(together with the modulator) becomes apparent: either
increase dmin, or decrease 2K/M, or both. Then, Eb can
be lowered for the same BER.

If there are J orthogonal signal dimensions per channel
use, the transmission rate of a (coded) communication
system is defined as

There are two major classes of binary channel
codes: block codes and convolutional codes. In the
context of this thesis, only the latter codes are
considered since they are widely applied in today’s
communication systems. Nevertheless, the rediscovery
of low-density parity-check codes [49] might reclaim
some share from convolutional-based coding in these
systems in the near future.

where M is the number of possible symbols per
channel use and Rc < 1 denotes the code rate of the
channel code in data bits/code bits. For example, a
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2.2 DECODING ALGORITHMS:

The first term in Equation 2.5 corresponds to the
squared Euclidean distance between the received
symbol yk and the expected symbol ck along the branch
(Xk,Xk+1). The second term is the weighted a priori
probability of the branch. The constant can be neglected
in the calculations since it contributes equally to all λ( ).
Based on the previous notations, consider a received
symbol sequence y = {yk}. Since the channel is
memoryless, maximum likelihood (ML) and maximum
a posteriori (MAP) sequence estimates can be expressed
as finding the I that achieves

From the considerations in Section 2.1.1, the trellis
created by a convolutional encoder can be interpreted as
finite-state discrete-time Markov source. Denote by Xk
=[0,N − 1], k= Z, a possible state of the encoder at time
k. At the receiver side, the probability of a trellis
transition from state Xk to Xk+1 and

(2.6)
And

(2.7)
Fig. 2.1.1: Performance comparison of rate-R
transmission schemes using TCM or convolutional
coding with Gray-mapped constellations.

respectively. Clearly, ML and MAP decoders would
estimate the same symbol sequence if all symbols were
equally likely, that is, the a priori probability is equal for
all branches. Then, the second term in Equation 2.11 is
the same for all branches (Xi,Xi+1), and can thus be
removed in calculating the branch metrics. If there is a
priori information about the transition, though, the
decoding might give different results for ML and MAP.
In any case, ML minimizes the sequence error
probability, whereas MAP can be set up so as to
minimize the bit error probability [8].

the outcome yk is given by

(2.4)
Here p(yk|Xk,Xk+1) is the likelihood function of the
received symbol yk given the transition (Xk,Xk+1) and
Pr(Xk+1|Xk) is the transition’s a priori probability. For
convolutional codes, there are c code symbols along a
trellis branch and thus yk = (y0,k · · · yc−1,k).
Depending on the code rate Rc and the transmission
scheme, these yi,k stem from one or several i.i.d. code
symbols. For TCM codes, there are subsets along the
branches. These subsets consist of two-dimensional
signals and yk is a two-dimensional signal. When a
demodulated noisy value yk is received from an AWGN
channel with variance σ2 = N0/2, the likelihood function
becomes

III. TURBO CODES
In information theory, turbo codes (originally in
French Turbo codes) are a class of high-performance
forward error correction (FEC) codes developed in
1993, which were the first practical codes to closely
approach the channel capacity, a theoretical maximum
for the code rate at which reliable communication is still
possible given a specific noise level. Turbo codes are
finding use in (deep space) satellite communications and
other applications where designers seek to achieve
reliable information transfer over bandwidth- or latencyconstrained communication links in the presence of
data-corrupting noise. Turbo codes are nowadays
competing with LDPC codes, which provide similar
performance.

One can take the logarithm of Equation 2.8 and scale
with −N0 to yield the branch metric (BM)

A) SOFT DECISION APPROACH:
The decoder front-end produces an integer for each
bit in the data stream. This integer is a measure of how
likely it is that the bit is a 0 or 1 and is also called soft
(2.5)
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•

-127 means "certainly 0"

•

-100 means "very likely 0"

comprehensive survey of available analysis techniques
and implementation tricks surrounding iterative
decoding, but rather chooses a particular ad- vantage
point which steers clear of unnecessary sophistication
and avoids approximations.

•

0 means "it could be either 0 or 1"

4.2 PROPOSED SYSTEM:

•

100 means "very likely 1"

•

127 means "certainly 1"

•

etc.

The project work focuses on joint optimization of
the power and decoding schedule is prohibitively
complex so we break the optimization in two parts and
first optimize power levels of each user then optimize
the decoding schedule using the optimized power levels.
Large gainsin power efficiency and complexity can be
achieved simultaneously. Furthermore, our optimized
receiver has a lower convergence threshold and requires
less iterations to achieve convergence than a
conventional receiver. We show that our proposed
optimization results in a more consistent quality of
service (QoS).

bit. The integer could be drawn from the range [-127,
127], where:

This introduces a probabilistic aspect to the data-stream
from the front end, but it conveys more information
about each bit than just 0 or 1.
IV. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
4.1 EXISTING SYSTEM:
The turbo decoding algorithm for error-correction
codes is known not to converge, in general, to a
maximum likelihood solution, although in practice it is
usually observed to give comparable performance. The
quest to understand the convergence behavior has
spawned numerous inroads, including extrinsic
information transfer (or EXIT) charts, density evolution
of intermediate quantities, phase trajectory techniques,
Gaussian approximations which simplify the analysis,
and cross-entropy minimization, to name a few. Some of
these analysis techniques have been applied with
success to other configurations, such as turbo
equalization. Connections to the belief propagation
algorithm have also been identified, which approach in
turn is closely linked to earlier work(6) on graph
theoretic methods. In this context, the turbo decoding
algorithm gives rise to a directed graph having cycles;
the belief propagation algorithm is known to converge
provided no cycles appear in the directed graph,
although less can be said in general once cycles appear.
Interest in turbo decoding and related topics now
extends beyond the communications community, and
has been met with useful insights from other fields;
some references in this direction include which draws
on nonlinear system analysis, which draws on computer
science, in addition to (predating turbo codes) and (more
recent) which inject ideas from statistical physics, which
in turn can be rephrased in terms of information
geometry. Despite this impressive pedigree of analysis
techniques, the “turbo principle” remains difficult to
master analytically and, given its fair share of
specialized terminology if not a certain degree of
mystique, is often perceived as difficult to grasp to the
non specialist. In this spirit, the aim of this paper is to
provide a reasonably self-contained and tutorial
development of iterative decoding for parallel and serial
concatenated codes. The paper does not aim at a

Fig.4. 1: IMUD receiver with control blocks
The major advantage of dynamic scheduling over
static scheduling is that the method compensates for
performance better/worse than expected (average) due
to differences in channel conditions over decoding
blocks, or differences in the decoding trajectory. Using
dynamic scheduling we have a more reliable receiver or
similar complexity.
V. IMPLEMENTATION
Implementation of any software is always preceded
by important decisions regarding selection of the
platform, the language used, etc. these decisions are
often influenced by several factors such as real
environment in which the system works, the speed that
is required, the security concerns, and other
implementation specific details. There are three major
implementation decisions that have been made before
the implementation of this project. They are as follows:
1.

Selection of the platform (Operating System).
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2.

Selection of the programming language for
development of the application.

3.

Coding guideline to be followed.

5.1 IMPLEMENTATION REQUIREMENTS:
SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT:
•

The language chosen for this project is Java
Swing and software used is NetBeans 6.8.

•

Operating System used: Microsoft windows XP

RESULTS:

Fig 5.3 EXIT Chart Analysis after 9 trial using 900
message bits

Fig 5.1 : EXIT Chart Analysis after 3 trial using 300
message bits

Fig. 5.4 : EXIT Chart Analysis after 30 trial using 3000
message bits
VI. CONCLUSION
We have optimized a turbo MUD receiver for
unequal power turbo-coded CDMA system through
EXIT chart analysis. The results in prior works were
used to derive effective EXIT functions for FEC
decoders and an interference canceller which enabled
analysis of the system as in the equal power case. We
utilized a nonlinear constrained optimization as in prior
work to optimize the power levels of groups of users in
the system. We modified the algorithm proposed in prior
work to dynamically derive the optimal decoding
schedule for the IMUD receiver. We then showed
through simulation that this power optimized system
using dynamic scheduling achieves similar BER
performance as a conventional receiver with significant
complexity savings. Furthermore it outperforms the
statically derived optimal schedule through reducing the
variance of the per packet BER. We also proposed a

Fig. 5.2 : EXIT Chart Analysis after 5 trial using 500
message bits
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method for estimating the SNR in an AWGN CDMA
channel and showed that power and schedule may be
optimized without any trade-off. Finally, we determined
that a combination of static and dynamic scheduling
offers the best benefit for the cost.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In the last few decades, there have been great leaps
of developments in the making and using of computing
hardware and hence the types of enterprise applications
one could dream of building. Increase in computing
capacity and network abilities encouraged organizations
to build complex applications. Naturally, such
applications called for identifying the design patterns
and leverage them using sound architectural principles.
This array of application architectures has definitely
introduced complexity in planning and building
enterprise applications and their management.

Use case models that represents the system's
intended functions

3.

Architectural patterns from a pre-defined pattern
catalogue, and

4.

Domain models

Based on these we have artefact-driven, use-casedriven, pattern-driven and domain-driven architecture
design approaches in practice.
This study proposes to complete the analysis and
document the following for each approach of developing
the architectural abstractions:

The growth in the capacity of computing power and
networking capacities enabled the application architects
to venture into non-traditional ways of designing the
application. This study attempts to understand and
evaluate such architectural design strategies and propose
a consolidated approach to use the pieces of all such
architectural design strategies.
There are many aspects that make software
development cumbersome and complex. The concept of
software architecture has gained a wide popularity and
is generally considered to play a fundamental role in
coping with the inherent difficulties of the development
of large-scale and complex software systems.

1.

For each approach,
advantages, problems

we

will

catalogue

the

2.

Impact of these architectural designs on
interoperability and Security of the system, and

3.

Impact of a this architectural design on Project
Management activities, and

4.

Recommendations to ensure that the resources used
are optimal

II. DESIGN THE ARCHITECTURE
Technical expertise is a critical success factor for
designing the architecture. The architect must be:

This study defines architectures and then develops a
meta-model for architecture design methods. This model
is used for classifying and evaluating various
architecture design approaches. This study will focus on
identifying the differences in methodology, advantages,
and associated problems with these approaches.
The criterion for this classification will be the
adopted basis for the identification of the key
abstractions of architectures. General approaches
employed in developing Architectural designs are one or
more of the following resources:
1.

2.

•

Familiar with existing architecture styles

•

Knowledgeable about emerging technologies to
consider as alternative design strategies

•

Competent in mapping decisions about technology
to the requirements

The architect must communicate with domain
experts or subject matter experts in order to ensure that
the business, quality, and functional requirements are
being addressed by the candidate technologies.

Groupings of artefacts that are elicited from the
requirement specification

This activity is the first step of an iterative process
and is followed by documenting and analyzing the
architecture as part of each iteration. Architecture
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to focus on a particular view until it is deemed sufficient
and then, in successive iterations, focus on other views.

design may encompass combinations of other practices,
such as those listed below, depending on the domain,
scope, desired functionality, and complexity of the
solution.
•

Agreement on Interfaces

•

Ensure Interoperability

•

Leverage COTS/NDI

•

Plan for Technology Insertion

•

Formal Risk Management

•

Assess Reuse Risks and Costs

The most important aspect of this activity is that the
architecture description is the basis for evaluating the
architecture – and therefore, comes first and is refined
with each iteration. Documenting the architecture
AFTER assessing it through verbal discussion is not
acceptable in the Architecture-First Approach. The
description drives the analysis activity and therefore
must precede it. Documenting an architecture to sit on a
shelf as part of a project history is not the purpose of
this activity.
IV. ANALYZE THE ARCHITECTURE

III. DOCUMEENT THE ARCHITECTURE

Step 3, analyzing the architecture, encompasses the
following areas:

This is the second step in the iterative process that
is part of the Architecture-First Approach. The
architecture itself is intangible; it is a concept, or
collection of concepts, in the mind of the architect. The
concept must be documented (or demonstrated through
prototyping) in order to communicate the concept to all
the stakeholders to ensure a common understanding of
the system structure and behavior.

•

Ensure that stakeholders participate in the
analysis:

For each architectural view presented, the
appropriate stakeholders need to be involved. The
architect bears the burden of presenting the candidate
architectures in a way that is meaningful to the “nontechnical” stakeholder, as well as the “teckies”. The
domain expert (or user representative) may address
usage scenarios and issues that were not previously
considered during requirements elicitation. Substantial
savings in time and costs are realized when problems are
discovered and resolved during this “elaboration” phase,
rather than waiting to be discovered during testing.

Documenting the architecture raises questions and
forces clarification of issues not yet addressed.
Present multiple views. Each description (view)
should allow a stakeholder to easily distinguish among
the various design considerations presented. For a small
standalone application, an architecture description can
be as simple as a one-page drawing that illustrates the
software components by name, and their connectors
(how they relate to each other). Typically, architecture
descriptions are collections of views of a system from
several different perspectives (e.g. logical or functional,
hardware, software, behavioral views, etc.). There
should be a view to accommodate each type of
stakeholder.

•

Assess the architecture with respect to functional
goals, business goals, and quality goals:

Does the proposed architecture address the goals
that were originally identified as architectural drivers?
Typically the act of asking the question reveals gaps, or
identifies areas of conflict between the proposed
architecture and business or quality goals. This provides
the thrust for the next iteration. Eventually the
architecture will be deemed to be responsive to all the
goals, or the stakeholders will have negotiated trade-offs
during the process. The architecture documentation
includes capturing the rationale for choosing a particular
architecture collection.

The larger the system the greater the need for
focusing on architecture.
Use tools and “Architecture Description Languages
(ADL)” when appropriate to facilitate and support use
of the architecture for decision making. A new
technology, ADL, is emerging that addresses languages
for representing and analyzing architectures. ADLs can
be used to document architectures in a way that allows
analysis and exchange through other software tools.

•

Identify decisions/action items that will drive the
next iteration:

Analysis and evaluation typically result in some
discoveries that become the focus for refinement during
the next iteration.

Document each iteration of the architecture. There
are no strict rules or sequence that must be followed
with successive iterations. Some architects may choose
to address the several architectural views concurrently
but at a very high view. Then, with each successive
iteration, the views would be refined. Others may elect

•

Conduct independent expert
technically competent people:

reviews
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There is a risk that the architecture may drift from
its original precepts if a maintenance process is not
addressed. If this happens, the original system (that was
so carefully designed and analyzed) will be
compromised and much of the value derived from the
original “architecting” will be lost. Drifting may occur
when changes are made by multiple developers that are
not mutually consistent, or do not follow the original
rationale for design decisions. The challenge is to
ensure that the architecture of the “as-designed” and
“as-built” systems remain congruent with the “asmaintained” system over time.

On large projects independent expertise is brought
in to verify that the proposed architecture does, in fact,
address the stated requirements and quality goals.
Under a traditional development scenario, the
architecture would not be scrutinized to this extent prior
to approval.
•

Prove, through demonstration, that the proposed
architecture will meet the stated requirements:

This often involves creating prototypes for the
proposed architecture in order to demonstrate that
quality and performance goals can be met. Using
independent technical experts helps to ensure the
validity of the architecture prior to moving on to fullscale development.

The architecture documentation should capture that
rationale for the architecture.
Both the acquiring organization and the developing
organization(s) need to ensure that the architecture
description is well disseminated for use as a
development reference, and both need to ensure that
proposed changes to the system are reviewed for
conformance
to
the
architecture
prior
to
implementation.

V. REALIZE THE ARCHITETURE
This activity is about getting the most value from
the time and effort expended on the architecture.
Use the architecture to drive decision-making and
acquisition strategy for committing resources and
structure for full-scale development. Decisions about
software, operating systems, development languages,
and tools, are made during architecting. Structuring and
tasking development teams before the architecture is
stabilized can adversely impact project schedule and
cost. The teams may not be working on the right
components. Team members may not have the expertise
to implement the architecture that is ultimately selected.
The team structure (from an organizational perspective)
may not be well aligned for developing the components
identified by the architecture.

If architectural changes are necessary, then both
organizations, (acquirer and developer), need to ensure
that the architecture description is modified to reflect the
new rationale.
Many architectural constructs have no realization in
the development artifacts that programmers actually
create and maintain. Without an architecture
description, the maintainer (who may be a different
organization from the developer) tries to “interpret”
from the existing code what the architecture may have
been, influenced by their own individual development
experiences, which may be significantly different from
what was in the mind of the architect. This is how the
inconsistencies surface.

The organizational structure of the development
team must be easily mapped onto the software
architecture and vice versa. Once the architecture has
been agreed upon teams are allocated to work on the
major components and the work breakdown structures
that are created reflect those teams. For large systems,
teams may belong to different subcontractors. Each
group will need to establish liaisons and coordinate with
the other groups. Team structure and controlling team
interaction often turns out to be the largest single factor
affecting a large project’s success.

This sounds like a “simple” obvious thing to do –
but very few organizations have actually done it.
Consequently, over time, system designs are
compromised because developers lose sight of the
design rationale. Maintaining the architecture is really
about maintaining a focus on “architecting” through the
evolution of the system life cycle. It depends upon
having
a
well-documented,
well-disseminated
architecture to start with, and having management
support to maintain the architecture over the life of the
system.

VI. MAINTAIN THE ARCHITECTURE

Many organizations may be maintaining systems
that have no architecture descriptions. It is possible to
initiate “architectural reconstruction” where an architect
examines the code and associates naming conventions,
file structures, and functions with architectural
constructs, deriving useful abstractions that are relevant
to the continued life cycle of the system. Architectural

“Architecture-First” carries two meanings:
•

Develop the architecture before committing
resources for full scale development, and

•

Focus on the architecture when making changes to a
system in a maintenance environment.
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reconstruction may be useful to organizations wanting to
reengineer an existing system, or mine its existing
software assets for reuse and product line development.
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